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(54) REFRIGERATOR

(57) A refrigerator (1) is provided. The refrigerator (1)
includes a cabinet (10) defining a storage space, a door
(20, 24, 50) opening and closing the storage space, a
transparent panel assembly (60) which is disposed on at
least one area of the door (20, 24, 50) and on which a
see-through part through which an interior of the refrig-
erator (1) is seen is disposed, and a first light (57) dis-
posed closer to the interior of the refrigerator (1) than the
transparent panel assembly (60) to brighten an area that
is viewed by the see-through part. The transparent panel
assembly (60) includes a plurality of transparent panels
spaced apart from each other to define an accommoda-
tion space, a transparent display (62) disposed in the
accommodation space to output a screen, and a second
light (68) brightening the display (62) within the accom-
modation space. The display (62), the first light (57), and
the second light (68) are selectively turned off according
to manipulation of a user so as to be converted into an
opaque state in which the interior of the refrigerator (1)
is not seen and a transparent state in which the interior
of the refrigerator (1) is seen, and in the transparent state,
a screen is outputted while an inner space of the refrig-
erator (1) is seen.
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Description

BACKGROUND

[0001] The present disclosure relates to a refrigerator.
[0002] In general, a refrigerator refers to a home ap-
pliance in which food may be stored in an internal storage
space, which is shielded by a door, at a low temperature.
To achieve this, the refrigerator is configured to accom-
modate the stored food in an optimum state by cooling
the internal storage space using cold air generated
through heat exchange with a refrigerant circulating in a
refrigeration cycle.
[0003] In recent years, refrigerators have become in-
creasingly multi-functional with changes of dietary lives
and gentrification of products, and refrigerators having
various structures and convenience devices for conven-
ience of users and for efficient use of internal spaces
have been released.
[0004] The storage space of the refrigerator may be
opened/closed by the door. Further, the refrigerator may
be classified into various types according to arrangement
of the storage space and a structure of the door config-
ured to open/close the storage space.
[0005] In general, the refrigerator has a problem in that
when the door is not opened, internal food cannot be
identified. That is, the door should be opened to identify
whether desired food is received in a space in the refrig-
erator or in a separate storage space provided in the
door. Further, when a user does not exactly know where
the food is stored, an opening time of the door may in-
crease or the number of times the door is opened may
increase. At this time, unnecessary outflow of cold air
may occur.
[0006] In recent years, to solve the above-described
problem, a refrigerator in which a portion of a door is
transparent or an interior of the refrigerator may be
viewed, has been developed as disclosed in U.S Patent
Registration No. 6059420.
[0007] However, such a refrigerator has a problem in
that a variety of screen states for allowing a user to se-
lectively see the interior of the refrigerator or to see the
interior of the refrigerator are not provided, but it is just
enough to see the interior of the refrigerator.
[0008] Furthermore, the refrigerator according to the
related art shows food stored in the refrigerator and si-
multaneously displays information associated with the
stored food but does not process the information and is
merely confirmation of presence or absence of the food.

SUMMARY

[0009] Embodiments provide a refrigerator that is ca-
pable of providing a see-through screen of the refriger-
ator even though a door is closed to improve user’s con-
venience.
[0010] Embodiments also provide a refrigerator that
provides a see-through part having an adjustable trans-

parency to visualize an inner space of the refrigerator
according to user’s preference and environment.
[0011] Embodiments also provide a refrigerator that is
capable of transmitting see-through information of the
refrigerator and image output information through a door
at the same time.
[0012] Embodiments also provide a refrigerator that is
capable of visualizing food stored therein through a door
and also displaying, generating, and processing informa-
tion associated with the visualized food.
[0013] Embodiments also provide a refrigerator that is
capable of transmitting information associated with food
stored in the refrigerator through a large panel assembly
that is capable of visualizing an interior of the refrigerator.
[0014] Embodiments also provide a refrigerator that is
capable of preventing a user from being glaring at an
even time of opening and closing a door and also out-
putting information through a see-through part.
[0015] Embodiments also provide a refrigerator in
which an output of a see-through part and a user’s ma-
nipulation are enabled continuously before and after a
door is opened and closed.
[0016] Embodiments also provide a refrigerator that is
capable of outputting information by being associated
with movement of food within the refrigerator, which is
visualized by the see-through part.
[0017] Embodiments also provide a refrigerator that is
capable of securing insulation performance and has a
structure in which a display that is capable of displaying
a screen is disposed.
[0018] In one embodiment, a refrigerator includes: a
plurality of panels constituting a see-through part on a
door; a transparent display disposed in a space between
the panels; a display light; and a first light brightening a
see-through space, wherein a turn-on/off of the first light
and the display, a second light, and the display is con-
trolled according to manipulation of a user to output a
screen in a state in which the see-through part is opaque
and transparent or transparent.
[0019] In another embodiment, a refrigerator includes:
a plurality of panels constituting a see-through part on a
door; a transparent OLED panel disposed in a space be-
tween the panels; and a first light brightening a see-
through space, wherein a turn-on/off of the display and
the first light is controlled according to manipulation of a
user to output a screen in a state in which the see-through
part is opaque and transparent or transparent.
[0020] As the turn-on/off of the first light, the display,
and the second light is combined with each other, a de-
gree of transparency of the see-through part and a de-
gree of definition of the output screen may be adjustable.
[0021] The first light may include: a door light provided
in the door; and an interior light provided in the refriger-
ator, wherein the lights may be selectively turned on/off
according to the adjustment of brightness of the see-
through part.
[0022] An output icon for outputting information may
be displayed on an area of the see-through part through
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which food is seen by the display, and a transparent panel
assembly may include a touch sensor so that the output
icon is generated, processed, moved, and edited by the
manipulation of the user.
[0023] The refrigerator may further include a camera
for photographing a position of the food stored in the re-
frigerator, wherein the display may allow the output icon
to move based on the position information acquired
through the camera.
[0024] In another embodiment, a refrigerator includes:
a cabinet defining a storage space; a door opening and
closing the storage space; a transparent panel assembly
which is disposed on at least one area of the door and
on which a see-through part through which an interior of
the refrigerator is seen is disposed; and a first light dis-
posed closer to the interior of the refrigerator than the
transparent panel assembly to brighten an area that is
viewed by the see-through part, wherein the transparent
panel assembly includes: a plurality of transparent panels
spaced apart from each other to define an accommoda-
tion space; a transparent display disposed in the accom-
modation space to output a screen; and a second light
brightening the display within the accommodation space,
wherein the display, the first light, and the second light
are selectively turned off according to manipulation of a
user so as to be converted into an opaque state in which
the interior of the refrigerator is not seen and a transpar-
ent state in which the interior of the refrigerator is seen,
and in the transparent state, a screen is outputted while
an inner space of the refrigerator is seen.
[0025] The opaque state may include: a fifth state in
which all the display, the first light, the second light are
turned off; and a third state in which the display and the
second light are turned on, and the first light is turned off.
[0026] The transparent state may include: a first state
in which the first light is turned on, and the second light
is turned off; and a second state in which all the first light,
the display, and the second light are turned on.
[0027] In the first state, the display may be turned on.
[0028] The first light may include: a door light provided
in the door; and an interior light disposed closer to the
interior of the refrigerator than the door light to brighten
the interior of the refrigerator.
[0029] In the transparent state, only the door light of
the first light may be turned on.
[0030] In the transparent state, when the door is
opened, the door light may be turned off, and the interior
light may be turned on.
[0031] When the door is opened, the second light may
be also turned off so that the display is maintained in the
turn-on state to output a screen the see-through part.
[0032] When the door is closed after being opened,
the display may be maintained in the turn-on state to
maintain the output of the screen, and the second light
may be turned on again.
[0033] The refrigerator may further include a manipu-
lation input unit manipulated to convert the state of the
see-through part, wherein the refrigerator may include

one or more of: a proximity detection sensor detecting
an approach of the user; a motion detection sensor de-
tecting a motion of the user; a microphone into which a
voice of the user is inputted; a knock detection device
detecting knock manipulation of the user; a vision sensor
photographing an image of the user; and a manipulation
part recognizing direct push manipulation of the user.
[0034] The transparent panel assembly may further in-
clude a touch sensor recognizing touch manipulation of
the user, and the state of the see-through part may be
adjusted by the touch manipulation of the transparent
panel assembly.
[0035] In the see-through part, all the display, the first
light, and the second light may be turned off to maintain
the opaque state before a manipulation input of the user.
[0036] When the manipulation of the manipulation in-
put unit is detected in the opaque state, the state of the
see-through part may be converted into one correspond-
ing to the manipulation of the manipulation input unit of:
a first state in which the first light is turned on, and the
second light is turned off so that the inside of the see-
through part is seen; and a second state in which all the
first light, the second light, and the display are turned on
so that a screen is outputted while the inside of the see-
through part is seen; and a third state in which the first
light is turned off, and the second light and the display
are turned on so that only the screen is outputted while
the inside of the see-through part is not seen.
[0037] When the manipulation of the manipulation in-
put unit is detected in the opaque state, the first light may
be turned off, and the second light and the display may
be turned on so that the see-through part becomes the
third state, and when additional manipulation of the user
is inputted, the state may be selectively converted into
one of the first state and the second state.
[0038] In the opaque state, when the user closes the
door after being opened, the see-through part may be-
come a glance state, and in the glance state, the first
light is turned off, and the second light and the display
may be tuned on so that information is outputted while
the interior of the refrigerator is not seen.
[0039] In the glance state, the see-through part may
temporarily output a preset screen, and when an addi-
tional input of the user is not performed, the glance state
may be converted again into the opaque state.
[0040] In a state in which the door is opened, and the
see-through part may be opaque, when the manipulation
of the user is inputted, the display and the second light
may be turned on to output the screen.
[0041] When an alert for transmitting information or
message to the user through the screen output of the
see-through part is provided, if an approach of the user
is detected by a proximity sensor, the display and the
second light may be turned on to output an alert screen
through the see-through part in the state in which the
see-through part is opaque.
[0042] When the see-through part is the transparent
state, the display and the second light may be turned on
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to output an output icon for displaying information on the
see-through part, and the output icon may move to and
be disposed at a position corresponding to that of food
stored in the refrigerator, which is seen in the state in
which the first light is turned on, by touch manipulation
of the user.
[0043] A camera for photographing the food may be
provided in the refrigerator, and when the accommodated
position of the food is changed, the camera may detect
the position change, and the output icon may move to
the changed accommodated position of the food, or an
alert is outputted.
[0044] A camera for photographing food may be pro-
vided in the refrigerator, and when the accommodated
position of the food is changed, the camera may detect
the position change, and an alert for informing the posi-
tion change of the output icon may be outputted.
[0045] The space between the front panel and the rear
panel may include a plurality of spaces that are continu-
ously defined, and the display, the display light, and a
light guide plate may be provided in a space that is mostly
closes to the front panel.
[0046] The space between the front panel and the rear
panel may include an external space and an internal
space defined inside the external space, wherein the dis-
play, the display light, and the light guide plate may be
disposed in the external space.
[0047] The space between the front panel and the rear
panel may be partitioned by an insulation panel, an ac-
commodation space in which the display, the display
light, and the light guide plate are disposed may be de-
fined between the front panel and the insulation panel,
and an insulation space that is thermally insulated by
injecting a vacuum or insulation gas may be defined be-
tween the rear panel and the insulation panel.
[0048] An outer spacer disposed along a circumfer-
ence to define an accommodation space in which the
display, the display light, and the light guide plate are
accommodated may be disposed between the front panel
and the rear panel, and a sealed insulation space for the
thermal insulation may be further defined inside the ac-
commodation space.
[0049] The insulation space and the accommodation
space, which are partitioned with respect to each other,
may be defined between the front panel and the rear
panel, the insulation space may be disposed closer to
the interior of the refrigerator than the accommodation
space, and the display may be accommodated in the
accommodation space.
[0050] The details of one or more embodiments are
set forth in the accompanying drawings and the descrip-
tion below. Other features will be apparent from the de-
scription and drawings, and from the claims.

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS

[0051]

FIG. 1 is a perspective view of a refrigerator accord-
ing to an embodiment.
FIG. 2 is a perspective view of the refrigerator with
a sub-door opened.
FIG. 3 is a perspective view of the refrigerator with
a main door opened.
FIG. 4 is a perspective view of the sub-door when
viewed from a front side.
FIG. 5 is a perspective view of the sub-door when
viewed from a rear side.
FIG. 6 is an exploded perspective view of the sub-
door.
FIG. 7 is a perspective view of a transparent panel
assembly according to an embodiment.
FIG. 8 is an exploded perspective view of the trans-
parent panel assembly.
FIG. 9 is a cross-sectional view of the transparent
panel assembly.
FIG. 10 is an exploded view illustrating an assembly
structure of the transparent display assembly.
FIG. 11 is a cross-sectional view illustrating another
example of the transparent display assembly.
FIG. 12 is a cross-sectional view of a door according
to another embodiment.
FIG. 13 is an exploded perspective view of the door.
FIG. 14 is a schematic block diagram illustrating a
flow of a control signal in components for an opera-
tion of the transparent panel assembly.
FIG. 15 is a block diagram illustrating a connection
relationship between the main component of the re-
frigerator and a user’s mobile device.
FIG. 16 is a view illustrating a home network system
provided in the refrigerator.
FIG. 17 is a transverse cross-sectional view illustrat-
ing a freezing compartment door of the refrigerator.
FIG. 18 is a longitudinal cross-sectional view of a
refrigerating compartment door.
FIG. 19 is an enlarged view illustrating a portion A
of FIG. 18.
FIG. 20 is an enlarged view illustrating a portion B
of FIG. 18.
FIGS. 21A to 21E are views illustrating a state of a
see-through part according to an operation state of
the transparent panel assembly.
FIG. 22 is a table showing an operation state of the
transparent panel assembly according to a state of
the see-through part.
FIG. 23 is a view sequentially illustrating an example
in which the see-through part is turned on in a turn-
off state.
FIG. 24 is a view sequentially illustrating another ex-
ample in which the see-through part is turned on in
the turn-off state.
FIG. 25 is a view sequentially illustrating further an-
other example in which the see-through part is turned
on in the turn-off state.
FIG. 26 is a view sequentially illustrating further an-
other example in which the see-through part is turned
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on the turn-off state.
FIG. 27 is a view sequentially illustrating further an-
other example in which the see-through part is turned
on in the turn-off state.
FIG. 28 is a view sequentially illustrating a state
change when one refrigerating compartment door is
closed after being opened in the state in which the
see-through part is turned off.
FIG. 29 is a view illustrating a state change when
the other refrigerating compartment door is closed
after being opened in the state in which the see-
through part is turned off.
FIG. 30 is a view sequentially illustrating a state
change when a freezing compartment door is closed
after being opened in the state in which the see-
through part is turned off.
FIG. 31 is a view sequentially illustrating a state
change when the freezing compartment door is
closed after being opened in the state in which the
see-through part is turned on.
FIG. 32 is a view sequentially illustrating a state
change according to whether a set time elapses in
the see-through part is turned on.
FIG. 33 is a view sequentially illustrating a state
change when one refrigerating compartment door is
closed after being opened in the state in which the
see-through part is turned on.
FIG. 34 is a view sequentially illustrating a state
change when the other refrigerating compartment
door is closed after being opened in the state in which
the see-through part is turned on.
FIG. 35 is a view sequentially illustrating a state
change when the main door of the refrigerating com-
partment door is closed after being opened in the
state in which the see-through part is turned on.
FIG. 36 is a view sequentially illustrating a state
change when the sub-door of the refrigerating com-
partment door is closed after being opened in the
state in which the see-through part is turned on.
FIG. 37 is a view sequentially illustrating a state
change when the refrigerating compartment door is
closed after the user’s manipulation in the state in
which the refrigerating compartment door is opened,
and the see-through part is turned off.
FIG. 38 is a view sequentially illustrating a state
change according to whether the set time elapses
when the refrigerating compartment door is closed
after the user’s manipulation in the state in which the
refrigerating compartment door is opened, and the
see-through part is turned off.
FIG. 39 is a view sequentially illustrating a state
change of the see-through part according to whether
the set time elapses.
FIG. 40 is a view sequentially illustrating a state
change according to the entire manipulation of the
see-through part.
FIGS. 41A to 41E are views of a screen displayed
when a situation menu is manipulated.

FIGS. 42A to 41E are views of a screen displayed
when a main menu is manipulated.
FIG. 43 is a view illustrating a configuration of a
screen that is capable of being outputted and ma-
nipulated in a visible state of the see-through part.
FIG. 44 is a view illustrating a state in which an in-
terior visualization level of the see-through part is
adjusted.
FIG. 45 is a view illustrating a state in which activation
of an output state in the see-through part is adjusted.
FIG. 46 is a view sequentially illustrating a state in
which the situation menu is manipulated through the
see-through part.
FIG. 47 is a view illustrating a movement manipula-
tion state of a label displayed on the see-through
part.
FIG. 48 is a view illustrating a deletion manipulation
state of a label displayed on the see-through part.
FIG. 49 is a view illustrating a manipulation state in
which labels displayed on the see-through part over-
lap each other.
FIG. 50 is a view illustrating a manipulation state in
which labels displayed on the see-through part are
merged with each other.
FIG. 51 is a view illustrating a state in which the labels
displayed on the see-through part match each other
and move.
FIG. 52 is a view illustrating the labels displayed on
the see-through part match and are alerted.
FIG. 53 is a view illustrating a manipulation state the
alert is popped up on the see-through part.
FIG. 54 is a view illustrating a manipulation state in
which a plurality of alerts exist on the see-through
part.

DETAILED DESCRIPTION OF THE EMBODIMENTS

[0052] Hereinafter, detailed embodiments of the
present disclosure will be described in detail with refer-
ence to the accompanying drawings. However, the scope
of the present disclosure is not limited to proposed em-
bodiments, and other regressive inventions or other em-
bodiments included in the scope of the spirits of the
present disclosure may be easily proposed through ad-
dition, change, deletion, and the like of other elements.
[0053] FIG. 1 is a perspective view of a refrigerator
according to an embodiment.
[0054] Referring to the drawing, a refrigerator 1 accord-
ing to an embodiment includes a cabinet 10 defining a
storage space and a door opening or closing the storage
space. Here, an outer appearance of the refrigerator 1
may be defined by the cabinet 10 and the door.
[0055] The inside of the cabinet 10 is partitioned into
upper and lower portions by a barrier 11. A refrigerating
compartment 12 may be defined in the upper portion of
the cabinet 10, and a freezing compartment 13 may be
defined in the lower portion of the cabinet 10.
[0056] Also, a control unit 14 for controlling an overall
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operation of the refrigerator 1 may be disposed on a top
surface of the cabinet 10. The control unit 14 may be
configured to control a cooling operation of the refriger-
ator as well as electric components for selective viewing
and screen output of a see-through part 80.
[0057] The door may include a refrigerating compart-
ment door and a freezing compartment door 30. The re-
frigerating compartment door 20 may be opened and
closed by rotating an opened front surface of the refrig-
erating compartment 12, and the freezing compartment
door 30 may be switched by rotating an opened front
surface of the freezing compartment 13.
[0058] A motion detection device 162 may be disposed
on a lower end of a front surface of the freezing compart-
ment door 30. The motion detection device 162 may allow
a user to detect a specific motion at a specific position.
An operation may be inputted through an operation such
as putting a user’s foot on the motion detection device
162. A manipulation for changing a state of the see-
through part may be performed by a manipulation input
through the motion detection device 162.
[0059] Also, the refrigerating compartment door 20
may be constituted by a pair of left door (see reference
numeral 21 of FIG. 29) and right door (see reference
numeral of FIG. 29) to open and close the refrigerating
compartment door 20. Also, the freezing compartment
door 30 may be provided in a pair of left and right doors.
Thus, the freezing compartment 13 may be opened and
closed by the pair of doors. Alternatively, the freezing
compartment door 30 may be withdrawable in a draw
type as necessary and provided as one or more doors.
[0060] Although a refrigerator in which, a French type
door in which a pair of doors rotate to open and close
one space is applied to a bottom freezer type refrigerator
in which the freezing compartment 13 is provided at a
lower portion, is described as an example in this embod-
iment, the present disclosure may be applied to all types
of refrigerators including door without being limited to
shapes of the refrigerators.
[0061] Also, recessed handle grooves 201 and 301
may be provided in a lower end of the refrigerating com-
partment door 20 and an upper end of the freezing com-
partment door 30. A user may insert a his/her hand into
the handle groove 201 or 301 to open and close the re-
frigerating compartment door 20 or the freezing compart-
ment door 30.
[0062] At least one door may be provided so that the
interior of the refrigerator is seen through the door. A see-
through part 80 that is an area, through which the storage
space in the rear surface of the door and/or the interior
of the refrigerator are seen, may be provided in the re-
frigerating compartment door 20. The see-through part
80 may be defined as an area through which the user
sees the interior of the refrigerator, and a screen is out-
putted.
[0063] The see-through part 80 may constitute at least
a portion of a front surface of the refrigerating compart-
ment door 20. The see-through part 80 may be selectively

transparent or opaque according to user’s manipulation.
Thus, foods accommodated in the refrigerator may be
accurately identified through the see-through part 80.
[0064] In an embodiment, the transparent or opaque
see-through part 80 may mean that the see-through part
80 in itself is not changed in transparent or opaque prop-
erty, but brightness within the refrigerator is adjusted ac-
cording to the operations of the display light 68 and the
door light 57, and a state seen when the user confirms
the interior of the refrigerator through the see-through
part 80 is changed according to the operation of the dis-
play 62. That is, the transparent state of the see-through
part 80 may mean a state in which food stored in the
refrigerator is sufficiently identified through the see-
through part 80, and the opaque state of the see-through
part 80 may mean a state in which it is difficult to identify
food stored in the refrigerator through the see-through
part 80.
[0065] Also, the screen may be outputted through the
see-through part 80. Thus, an area of the see-through
part 80 may be called a screen. The see-through part 80
may be adjustable in transparency according to the ma-
nipulation state thereof. The inner space of the door 20,
i.e., the door-side storage space (see reference numeral
41 of FIG. 2) may be seen, and also, the screen may be
outputted through the see-through part 80. A screen con-
figuration and a state change of the see-through part 80
will be described below in more detail.
[0066] Also, although the structure in which the see-
through part 80 is provided in the refrigerating compart-
ment door 20 is described as an example in this embod-
iment, the see-through part 80 may be provided in various
different types of refrigerator doors such as the freezing
compartment door 30 according to a structure and con-
figuration of the refrigerator.
[0067] Also, a dispenser 23 may be provided in the left
door 21, in which the see-through part 80 is not provided,
of the pair of refrigerating compartment doors 20. The
dispenser 23 may dispense purified water or ice from the
outside of the refrigerating compartment door 20.
[0068] Also, a manipulation part 166 may be disposed
on one side of the dispenser. The manipulation part 166
may include a touch sensor or a button to manipulate
operations of the dispenser 23 and the refrigerator 1 and
input the operations through user’s touch or pushing op-
eration.
[0069] The water or ice may be dispensed through the
dispenser 23 by the manipulation of the manipulation part
166. Also, the manipulation for the specific functions of
the refrigerator 1 may be inputted, or the interior of the
refrigerator 1 may be adjusted in temperature through
the manipulation part 166. Particularly, the activation of
the see-through part 80 may be selectively manipulated,
and the output of the screen may be manipulated through
the transparent panel assembly 60 that will be described
below.
[0070] Alternatively, the manipulation part 166 may be
integrated with the dispenser 23 or may be separately
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provided on one side of the refrigerating compartment
door 20.
[0071] FIG. 2 is a perspective view of the refrigerator
with a sub-door opened. Also, FIG. 3 is a perspective
view of the refrigerator with the main door opened.
[0072] As illustrated in drawings, the refrigerating com-
partment door 20, which is disposed at the right side (see
reference numeral 22 of FIG. 29), of the pair of refriger-
ating compartment doors 20 may be doubly opened and
closed. In detail, the refrigerating compartment door 20,
which is disposed at the right side, may include a main
door 40 that opening and closing the refrigerating com-
partment 12 and a sub-door 50 rotatably disposed on the
main door 40 to open and close an opening defined in
the main door 40.
[0073] The main door 40 may have the same size as
that of the refrigerating compartment door 20, which is
disposed at the left side (see reference numeral 21 of
FIG. 29), of the pair of refrigerating compartment doors
20. The main door 40 may be rotatably mounted on the
cabinet 10 by an upper hinge 401 and a lower hinge 402
to open at least a portion of the refrigerating compartment
door 20.
[0074] Also, an opening that is opened to a predeter-
mined size is defined in the main door 40. A door basket
431 may be mounted on the rear surface of the main door
40 as well as the inside of the opening. The inner space
of the opening and the door basket 431 may define the
door-side storage space 41 that is seen from the outside
through the see-through part 80. Also, the opening may
have a size that occupies most of the front surface of the
main door 40 except for a portion of a circumference of
the main door 40.
[0075] Also, a main gasket 45 may be disposed on a
circumference of the rear surface of the main door 40 to
prevent cool air within an internal space of the cabinet
10 from leaking when the main door 40 is opened.
[0076] The sub-door 50 may be rotatably mounted on
the front surface of the main door 40 to open and close
the door-side storage space 41. Thus, the sub-door 50
may be opened to expose the door-side storage space
41.
[0077] The sub-door 50 may have the same size as
the main door 40 to shield the entire front surface of the
main door 40. Also, when the sub-door 50 is closed, the
main door 40 and the sub-door 50 may be coupled to
each other to provide the same size and configuration
as those of the left refrigerating compartment door 20.
Also, a sub gasket 503 may be disposed on the rear
surface of the sub-door 50 to seal a gap between the
main door 40 and the sub-door 50.
[0078] A transparent panel assembly 60 that selective-
ly sees the inside and outputs a screen may be disposed
at a center of the sub-door 50. Thus, even though the
sub-door 50 is closed, the inside of the opening 41 may
be selectively seen, and also an image inside the opening
41 may be outputted. The see-through part 80 may be
defined as a portion of the sub-door 50, through which

the interior of the refrigerator 1 is seen and be called a
visible area or a screen. Also, the see-through part 80
may not necessarily match the entire transparent panel
assembly 60.
[0079] The transparent panel assembly 60 may be
configured to be selectively transparent or opaque ac-
cording to user’s manipulation. Thus, only when the user
desires, the transparent display assembly 60 may be
transparent so that the interior of the refrigerator 1 is vis-
ualized, otherwise, be maintained in the opaque state.
Also, the transparent panel assembly 60 may output a
screen in the transparent or opaque state.
[0080] In an embodiment, the transparent state is not
completely transparent state but means a state in which
the interior is capable of being identified. The transparent
panel assembly 60 may realize various transparencies
by combining the operations of the display 62, the display
light 68, the door light 57, and the interior light 121. Also,
in an embodiment, the opaque state includes a dark state
in which the interior is not identified, and an inner silhou-
ette may be seen when the user is in close proximity to
the see-through part 80.
[0081] In the embodiment, the transparent panel as-
sembly 60 is configured to shield an opened portion of
the sub-door 50. However, according to types of the door,
even when one door is configured as in the right door 20
of the refrigerating compartment 12, an opening may be
formed in the door 20, and the transparent panel assem-
bly may be mounted to shield the opening of the door 20.
That is, it is noted that the transparent panel assembly
60 may be applied to all types of doors, through which
an opening is formed, regardless of the shape of the re-
frigerator and the shape of the door.
[0082] A sub-upper hinge 501 and a sub lower hinge
502 may be respectively provided on upper and lower
ends of the sub-door 50 so that the sub-door 50 is rotat-
ably mounted on the front surface of the main door 40.
Also, an opening device 59 may be provided on the sub-
door 50. A locking unit 42 may be provided on the main
door 40 to correspond to the opening device 59. Thus,
the sub-door 50 may be maintained in the closed state
by the coupling between the opening device 59 and the
locking unit 42. When the coupling between the opening
device 59 and the locking unit 42 is released by manip-
ulation of the opening device 59, the sub-door 50 may
be opened with respect to the main door 40.
[0083] Also, a damping device (see reference numeral
504 of FIG. 5) may be provided on a lower end of the
sub-door 50. The damping device 504 may be disposed
on edges of the lower end and lateral end of the sub-door
50, which are adjacent to the sub lower hinge 502, so
that an impact is damped when the sub-door 50 having
a relatively heavy weight by the transparent panel as-
sembly 60 is closed.
[0084] An accommodation case 43 may be provided
in the rear surface of the main door 40. A plurality of door
baskets 431 may be disposed on the accommodation
case 43, and a case door 432 may be provided on the
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accommodation case 43.
[0085] FIG. 4 is a perspective view of the sub-door
when viewed from a front side. Also, FIG. 5 is a perspec-
tive view of the sub-door when viewed from a front side.
Also, FIG. 6 is an exploded perspective view of the sub-
door.
[0086] As illustrated in the drawings, the sub-door 50
may include an out plate 51 defining an outer appearance
of the sub-door 50, a door liner 56 mounted to be spaced
apart from the out plate 51, the transparent display as-
sembly 60 mounted on an opening of the out plate 51
and the door liner 56, and upper and lower cap decos 54
and 55 defining the top and bottom surfaces of the sub-
door 50. The above-described constituents may be cou-
pled to define the whole outer appearance of the sub-
door 50.
[0087] The outer plate 51 may constitute an outer ap-
pearance of the front surface of the sub-door 50 and a
portion of a peripheral surface of the sub-door 50 and be
made of a stainless steel material. The outer plate 51
may constitute a portion of the outer appearance of the
sub-door 50 as well as the front surface of the sub-door
50. Also, the outer plate 51 may be made of the same
material of the front surface of each of the refrigerating
compartment door 20 and the freezing compartment door
30. Various surface treatments such as coating or film
attachment so as to realize anti-fingerprint coating, hair
lines, colors, or patterns may be performed on the front
surface of the outer plate 51.
[0088] The outer plate 51 may include a front part 512
defining the outer appearance of the front surface and a
side part 513 defining an outer appearance of the side
surface that is exposed to the outside. Also, a plate open-
ing 511 may be defined at a center of the front part 512.
Here, the plate opening 511 may be shielded by the trans-
parent panel assembly 60. Also, since the interior of the
refrigerator 1 is seen through the transparent panel as-
sembly 60 shielding the plate opening 511, the inside of
the plate opening 511 is called the see-through part 80.
[0089] The transparent panel assembly 60 forms the
area of the see-through part 80 in the state of shielding
the plate opening 511. Also, the bezel 611 may be dis-
posed around the front surface of the transparent panel
assembly 60 to shield the mounted structure of the trans-
parent panel assembly 60 and the components attached
to the transparent panel assembly 60.
[0090] For example, at least one of a proximity detec-
tion sensor 161, a microphone 163, a knock detection
device 164, and a vision sensor 166 may be mounted
around a rear surface of the front panel 61 defining a rear
side of the bezel 611, i.e., the front surface of the trans-
parent panel assembly 60. Also, the bezel 611 may cover
the proximity detection sensor 161, the microphone 163,
the knock detection device 164, and the vision sensor
166, which are mounted thereon.
[0091] Particularly, the microphone 163 may be closely
attached to the rear surface of the front panel 61 and
have a microphone hole 163a at a position corresponding

to the microphone 163. Thus, a voice of the user located
at the front of the refrigerator 1 may be effectively recog-
nized.
[0092] Also, the vision sensor 166 may include a cam-
era to recognize the user located at the front of the re-
frigerator 1 and be closely attached to the rear surface
of the front panel 61. Also, a sensor hole 165a may be
defined in a position of the front panel 61 corresponding
to the vision sensor 166 so that an image is photo-
graphed. The sensor hole 165a may be a hole passing
through glass or an area that is transparent by removing
a black color of the bezel 611.
[0093] The microphone hole 163a and the sensor hole
165a may be defined in the front panel 61 and disposed
outside the see-through part 80 so that the holes do not
affect the see-through part, the accommodation space
600b, and the insulation space 600a. Also, the micro-
phone hole 163a or the sensor hole 165a may be defined
in the area of the bezel 611 so that the microphone 163
and the vision sensor 166 are covered by the bezel 611.
[0094] Also, each of the microphone hole 163a and the
sensor hole 165a may have a size that is not seen from
the outside while a voice input and image photographing
are enabled. For example, the microphone hole 163a
may have a size of about 0.5 mm to about 3 mm.
[0095] The proximity detection sensor 161 may be dis-
posed at a left lower end of the front panel 61 so that the
user is easily and proximately detected. Thus, the prox-
imity detection sensor 161 may be disposed closer to a
central portion of the front of the refrigerator 1 to easily
detect the user.
[0096] The proximity detection sensor 161 may be dis-
posed on one side of the front surface of the refrigerating
compartment door 20 outside the front panel 61. Here,
the outer appearance of the refrigerator 1 may be dete-
riorated by the exposure of the proximity detection sensor
161. Also, when the proximity detection sensor 161 is
installed outside the front panel 61, the proximity detec-
tion sensor 161 may be disposed on a region into which
an insulation material is filled. In this case, a structure for
mounting the proximity detection sensor 161 may be
complicated, and the insulation performance may be de-
teriorated.
[0097] Also, the proximity detection sensor 161 may
be disposed on a front end of the cabinet 10. When the
proximity detection sensor 161 is disposed on the front
end of the cabinet 10, detection failure may occur, or the
detection area may be reduced by the portion that is cov-
ered by the refrigerating compartment door 20.
[0098] Also, the knock detection device 164 may be
closely attached to the front panel 61 to recognize the
user when the user knocks the front surface of the trans-
parent panel assembly 60. The knock detection device
164 and the proximity detection sensor 161 may be dis-
posed on the area of the bezel 611 so that the knock
detection device 164 and the proximity detection sensor
161 are not exposed to the outside. The position of the
knock detection device 164 is not limited to the above-
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described position. For example, the knock detection de-
vice 164 may be installed at any position as long as the
knock detection device 164 is covered by the rear surface
of the front panel and the bezel 611.
[0099] The front part 512 of the outer plate 51 may
have a curvature that gradually decreases outward from
a central side of the refrigerator 1 as a whole. The front
part 512 may be rounded to correspond to the front sur-
face of the refrigerating compartment door 20, which is
adjacent to the front part 512. Thus, the outer appearance
of the front surface of the refrigerator 1 may be three-
dimensionally viewed as a whole.
[0100] Also, a bent plate part 514 that is bent backward
may be disposed on a peripheral surface of the plate
opening 511. The bent plate part 514 may be disposed
along a circumference of the plate opening 511 and ex-
tend by a predetermined length so as to be inserted into
and fixed to a support frame 70 that will be described
below. Thus, the plate opening 511 may be defined by
the bent plate part 514.
[0101] The door liner 56 defines the rear surface of the
sub-door 50 and has a door liner opening 561 in the area
on which the transparent panel assembly 60 is disposed.
Also, a sub gasket 503 for sealing a gap between the
sub-door 50 and the main door 40 may be mounted on
the rear surface of the door liner 56.
[0102] Also, a door light 57 may be provided on each
of both sides of the door liner opening 561. The door light
57 may illuminate the rear surface of the sub-door 50 and
a rear side of the transparent panel assembly 60.
[0103] Thus, the door light 57 may illuminate an inner
space of the accommodation case 43, i.e., the inside of
the door-side storage space 41 by the door light 57, and
simultaneously, serve as an auxiliary backlight function
of the transparent panel assembly 60 to more clearly out-
put a screen of the transparent panel assembly 60. When
the door light 57 is turned on, the inside of the door-side
storage space 41 may be brightened up, and thus, the
interior of the refrigerator 1 may be more brightened up
than the outside of the refrigerator 1 so that a rear space
of the sub-door 50 may be visualized through the trans-
parent panel assembly 60. Here, the interior light 121
within the refrigerating compartment 12 may be turned
on together. In this case, the door-side storage space 41
may be more brightened up so that the inside of the door-
side storage space 41 is more clearly seen through the
see-through part 80.
[0104] The door light 57 may be disposed on both sides
of the transparent panel assembly 60 in directions facing
each other. The door light 57 may be disposed at various
positions such as the upper end or the upper and lower
ends of the main door 40 as well as the both left and right
sides of the main door 40 as long as the door light 57
provides sufficient brightness to the rear side of the sub
door 50.
[0105] The door light 57 may be disposed on both left
and right ends each of which has a length greater than
that of the upper and lower ends of the transparent panel

assembly 60. Thus, the number of LEDs constituting the
door light 57 may increase to more brighten up the door
storage space 41. Thus, the door light 57 may be dis-
posed on each of both left and right ends.
[0106] The display light 68 may be disposed on each
of the upper and lower ends of the transparent panel
assembly 60. When the display light 68 is disposed on
each of both the left and right ends of the transparent
panel assembly 60, all the display light 68 and the door
light 57 may be turned on to locally brighten up both the
left and right ends, and the upper and lower ends may
be relatively dark. Thus, it may be difficult to realize uni-
form brightness on the entire see-through part 80.
[0107] Thus, the display light 68 may be disposed
along the upper and lower ends of the transparent panel
assembly 60 to realize the uniform brightness on the en-
tire see-through part 80. Also, when the see-through part
80 is viewed from the front, light may be emitted onto the
left and light ends of the see-through part 80 by the door
light 57, and light may be emitted onto the upper end
lower ends of the see-through part 80 by the display light
68. Thus, the light may be emitted to the four sides of the
see-through part 80 to realize the uniform brightness on
the whole.
[0108] Alternatively, the door light 57 and the display
light 68 may be variously combined with each other as
long as the brightness that is enough to see the interior
of the refrigerator 1 is secured, and the display 62 is seen
to the outside.
[0109] All the door light 57 and the interior light 121
may be called lights. In some cases, only one of the door
light 57 and the interior light 121 may be provided. Also,
the door light 57 is not necessarily disposed on the door.
The door light 57 may be provided inside the cabinet 10
to emit light to the refrigerating compartment door 20 to
brighten the rear side of the see-through part 80.
[0110] The door light 57 may not be limited in position
as long as the door light 157 is disposed further forward
than the interior light 121. For example, the door light 57
may be disposed at various positions at which the rear
space of the see-through part 8-, i.e., the door storage
space 41 is brightened up.
[0111] For example, the door light 57 is disposed on
an inner end of the cabinet 10. When the refrigerating
compartment door 20 is closed, the door light 57 may be
disposed above the door storage space 41. Also, when
the door light 57 operates, the light may pass through a
top surface of the accommodation case 43 to brighten
the door storage space. As described above, the door
light 57 may not be disposed in the refrigerating compart-
ment door 20 but be disposed inside the cabinet 10.
[0112] Thus, the display light 68 may be called a sec-
ond light 68, and the lights 57 and 121 may be called first
lights 57 and 121. Here, the first lights 57 and 121 may
refer to one or two of the door light 57 and the interior
light 121.
[0113] When the first lights 57 and 121 refer to all the
door light 57 and the interior light 121, the door light 57
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may be disposed relatively closer to the refrigerating
compartment door 20 to brighten the rear side of the re-
frigerating compartment door 20. Also, the interior light
121 may be disposed further away from the refrigerating
compartment door 20 to brighten the interior of the re-
frigerator 1 and thus called an interior-side light 121.
[0114] Also, the opening device 59 may be mounted
on the door liner 56. The opening device 59 may include
a manipulation member 591 exposed to the lower end of
the sub-door 50, a load 592 extending from the manipu-
lation member 591, and a locking member 593 protruding
from the rear surface of the door liner 56. The user may
manipulate the manipulation member 591 to allow the
load 592 to move the locking member 593 so that the
sub-door 50 is selectively restricted by the main door 40
and also to manipulate the opening and closing of the
sub-door 50.
[0115] The upper cap decoration 54 may define a top
surface of the sub-door 50 and be coupled to upper ends
of the outer plate 51 and the door liner 56. The upper
surface of the upper cap decoration 54 is opened so that
a decoration opening 542 communicating with an upper
space of the transparent panel assembly 60 is formed
and is shielded by a decoration cover 543. Further, a
printed circuit board (PCB) mounting part 543a is formed
in the decoration cover 543, so that PCBs 602, 603, and
604 for operating electrical components inside the trans-
parent panel assembly 60 and the sub-door 50 may be
mounted on the PCB mounting part 543a. The PCBs 602,
603, and 604 may be configured in at least one module
form and may be provided in a closed space on an upper
side of the sub-door 50.
[0116] At this time, the space on the upper side of the
sub-door 50 may be partitioned into front and rear spaces
by an upper portion of the support frame 70, an insulator
(see reference numeral 531a of FIG. 15) may be ar-
ranged in the front space, and the PCBs 602, 603, and
604 may be arranged in the rear space.
[0117] Referring to FIG. 15, the operation of the display
62 and the operations of the door lights 57 may be con-
trolled by the PCBs 602, 603, and 604 such as the T-
CON board 602 or the docking PCB 604 above the sub-
door 50. Also, these PCBs 602, 603, and 604 may be
arranged on the rear space of the sub-door 50, which is
partitioned by the barrier 711 defining the upper end of
the support frame 70. Also, the insulator 531a may be
filled in a front space of the sub-door 50, which is parti-
tioned by the barrier 711, and thus dew condensation
may be prevented from being generated on an upper
side of the front surface of the sub-door 50.
[0118] The lower cap deco 55 may define a bottom
surface of the sub-door 50 and be coupled to lower ends
of the outer plate 51 and the door liner 56.
[0119] The transparent panel assembly 60 may be dis-
posed between the out plate 51 and the door liner 56.
Also, the transparent panel assembly 60 may be config-
ured to shield the plate opening 511 and the door liner
opening 561. Further, the transparent panel assembly

60 may be selectively manipulated by the user in one of
a transparent state, a translucent state, an opaque state,
and a screen outputting state or in a state in which the
transparent and opaque screens are outputted at the
same time.
[0120] Thus, the user may selectively see the door-
side storage space 41 through the transparent panel as-
sembly 60 and also see the screen outputted through the
transparent panel assembly 60. In addition, the screen
outputted through the transparent panel assembly 60
may be seen, and the inside of the door-side storage
space 41 may be seen, and the screen may be outputted.
[0121] The support frame 70 for supporting the trans-
parent panel assembly 60 is mounted on a circumference
of the plate opening 511 of the out plate 51. The trans-
parent panel assembly 60 may be fixed and mounted on
the outer plate 51 by the support frame 70. Particularly,
a front surface of the outer plate 51 and the front surface
of the transparent panel assembly 60 may be disposed
on the same extension line so that the front surface of
the sub-door 50 has a sense of unity.
[0122] A frame opening 701 is defined at a center of
the support frame 70. The frame opening 701 has a size
somewhat less than that of the plate opening 511 and
has a structure in which the transparent panel assembly
60 is seated thereon. Also, the frame opening 701 may
have a size less than that of the front panel 61 and greater
than that of the rear panel 65. Thus, when the transparent
panel assembly 60 is mounted, the rear panel 65 may
successively pass through the plate opening 511 and the
frame opening 701 and then be seated on the door liner
56.
[0123] Also, the support frame 70 may have a coupling
structure with the outer plate 51. Here, the outer plate 51
and an end of the transparent display assembly 60 may
be mounted to be closely attached to each other. Thus,
when the sub-door 50 is viewed from the front side, an
end of the outer plate 51 and a periphery of the transpar-
ent panel assembly 60 are in close contact with each
other, so that a gap between the outer plate 51 and the
transparent panel assembly 60 is rarely viewed or is
viewed in a form of a line, and the outer appearance of
the front surface may be viewed as having senses of
continuity and unity.
[0124] Also, a heater 532 that heats a circumference
of the transparent panel assembly 60 to prevent dew con-
densation from being generated on the front surface of
the transparent panel assembly 60 may be disposed on
a peripheral surface of the transparent panel assembly
60.
[0125] A bezel 611 shielding the coupled structure
around the transparent panel assembly 60 so that pre-
determined light is not transmitted may be disposed
around the transparent panel assembly 60. The bezel
611 may have a black color to completely shield the inside
thereof and may have a predetermined width. Thus, an
area inside the bezel 611 may be defined as the see-
through part 80. Also, a portion of the support frame 70,
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which supports a circumference of the transparent panel
assembly 60, may be disposed on the area of the bezel
611 and thus shielded so that the inside thereof is not
seen from the outside.
[0126] Hereinafter, the structures of the transparent
panel assembly and the support frame will be described
in more detail.
[0127] FIG. 7 is a perspective view of the transparent
panel assembly according to an embodiment. Also, FIG.
8 is an exploded perspective view of the transparent pan-
el assembly. Also, FIG. 9 is a cross-sectional view of the
transparent panel assembly.
[0128] As illustrated in the drawings, the transparent
panel assembly 60 may have a size that is enough to
shield the plate opening 511 and the liner opening 561
inside the sub-door 50. Also, the see-through part 80 may
be provided in the transparent display assembly 60 so
that the inner space of the refrigerator is selectively seen,
and a screen is outputted.
[0129] The transparent panel assembly 60 may have
a plate shape and be constituted by a plurality of panels.
The plurality of panels may be spaced apart from each
other at predetermined intervals by at least one or more
spacers. The transparent panel assembly 60 may be con-
stituted by front and rear panels 61 and 65 defining at
least front and rear surfaces and a spacer 67 connecting
the front panel 61 to the rear panel 65. Also, an additional
panel and a spacer may be further provided in an inner
space defined by the spacer 67. Also, the inner space
defined by the spacer 67 and the panels may be made
to be in a vacuum state, or an adiabatic gas may be in-
jected into the inner space to provide an insulation struc-
ture in the transparent panel assembly 60.
[0130] In more detail of the transparent panel assembly
60 with reference to the drawings, the transparent panel
assembly 60 may have an outer appearance that is de-
fined by the front panel 61 and the rear panel 65, which
define the front and rear surfaces of the transparent panel
assembly 60, and the outer spacer 67 connecting the
front panel 61 to the rear panel 65.
[0131] Also, a display 62 and a light guide plate 64 may
be disposed between the front panel 61 and the rear pan-
el 65. In addition, a first spacer 63 for supporting the
display 62 and the light guide plate 64 may be further
provided, and a display light 68 for irradiating light to the
light guide plate 64 may be provided.
[0132] The front panel 61 may be made of a transpar-
ent glass material (e.g., blue glass) that defines an outer
appearance of the front surface of the transparent panel
assembly 60. The front panel 61 may be made of a dif-
ferent material through which the inside of the front panel
61 is seen, and a touch input is enabled.
[0133] Also, a film or coating that is selectively trans-
parent or opaque by allowing light to selectively pass
therethrough according to the turn-off of the interior light
or the door light 47 disposed on the sub-door 50 may be
disposed on the rear surface of the front panel 61.
[0134] The front panel 61 may have a size correspond-

ing to that of the plate opening 511 and may have a size
greater than that of the frame opening 701. Thus, the
periphery of the front panel 61 may be supported by the
support frame 70. Also, in a state in which the transparent
panel assembly 60 is mounted, an end of the front panel
61 may come in contact with an end of the plate opening
511, and a space may not be defined between the plate
opening 511 and the front panel 61.
[0135] In detail, a front protrusion 613 that further pro-
trudes outward than the rear panel 65 may be disposed
on the front panel 61. Due to structural characteristics of
the front protrusion 613 inserted into and mounted on the
front side of the outer plate 51, the front protrusion 613
may further protrude from the rear panel 65 and the outer
spacer 67 in upward/downward and left/right directions.
Thus, the front panel 61 defining the front surface of the
transparent panel assembly 60 may further extend to the
outside of the frame opening 701 and thus may be stably
supported by the support frame 70. The rear panel 65 as
well as the outer spacer 67 may be inserted into the frame
opening 701.
[0136] Also, the support frame 70 and the outer spacer
67 of the transparent panel assembly 60 may be fastened
and coupled to each other through a separate coupling
structure or coupling members 78 such as a screw. Thus,
when the transparent panel assembly 60 is mounted, the
front protrusion 613 may be supported by the support
frame 70, and simultaneously, the support frame 70 may
be coupled to the outer spacer 67 so that the heavy trans-
parent panel assembly 60 is maintained in a stably fixed
and mounted state even when the sub-door 50 is opened
and closed.
[0137] A touch sensor 612 may be disposed on the
rear surface of the front panel 61. The touch sensor 612
may be formed on the rear surface of the front panel 61
in a printing manner and be configured to detect user’s
touch manipulation of the front panel 61. Alternatively,
the touch sensor 612 may be formed in various manners
such as a film adhesion manner, rather than the printing
manner, so that the user touches the front panel 61 to
perform the touch input.
[0138] A touch cable 601 connected to the touch sen-
sor 612 may be disposed on the upper end of the front
panel 61. The touch cable 601 may be provided as a
flexible film type cable such as a flexible flat cable (FFC)
or a flexible print cable or flexible print circuit board (FPC).
A printed circuit may be printed on the touch cable 601
to constitute at least a portion of a touch PCB 603. Also,
the touch cable 601 may be connected to the touch PCB
603 provided above the sub-door 50.
[0139] The touch cable 601 may be connected to the
touch sensor 612 to extend upward. Also, the touch cable
601 may be configured so that a wire is disposed on a
base made of a resin material such as a film and may
extend upward along the rear surface of the front panel
61. The touch cable 601 may be flexibly bent so that the
touch cable 601 has a thin thickness and a wide width
like a sheet.
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[0140] Also, the touch cable 601 may be provided as
a film type. Thus, when the touch cable 601 is connected
to the touch PCB 603, an end of the touch cable 601 may
be easily inserted into a connector of the touch PCB 603.
For this, the touch cable 601 may be bent several times,
and the end of the touch cable 601 may be directed to
the connector of the touch PCB 603. Also, the touch cable
601 may be bent to be disposed along a well surface of
an inner space of the sub-door 50 to provide an efficient
arrangement in inner space of the sub-door 50.
[0141] Also, the display cable 605 and the display light
cable 606 in addition to the touch cable 601 may have
the same structure. As described above, the cables 601,
605, and 606, each of which has a flat cable shape, may
extent to an upper end of the transparent panel assembly
60, and the cables 601, 605, and 606, each of which has
the thin thickness and the wide width, may be efficiently
disposed on the sub-door 50. In addition, a simple struc-
ture connected to the PCBs 601, 605, and 606 disposed
in the upper portion of the sub-door 50 may be provided.
[0142] The display 62 may be disposed on the rear
surface of the front panel 61. The display 62 may be
provided as an LCD module for outputting a screen. Also,
the display 62 may be transparent so that the user sees
the inside through the display 62 when the screen is not
outputted.
[0143] A source board 621 may be disposed on one
end of both left and right sides of the display 62. The
source board 621 may be configured to output a screen
through the display 62 and connected to the display 62
and thus provided in an assembled state. Also, a portion
of the source board 621 may also have a flexible film type
cable structure.
[0144] Also, the source board 621 may have a width
less than a thickness of the transparent panel assembly
60 and be bent while the transparent panel assembly 60
is assembled. Here, the source board 621 may be dis-
posed between the outer spacer 67 and the first spacer
63 and may come in contact with an inner surface of the
outer spacer 67 while being perpendicular to the front
panel 61.
[0145] Also, the source board 621 may be connected
to a display cable 605. The display cable 605 may be
connected to a T-CON board 602 at an upper portion of
the sub-door 50.
[0146] In detail, when the source board 621 is disposed
on the rear surface of the display 62, the source board
621 may be exposed to the outside through the see-
through part 80 due to the characteristics of the display
62 that is transparent. Also, when the source board 621
has a structure that protrudes laterally, the sub-door 50
may increase in size.
[0147] Thus, the source board 621 may be disposed
on a peripheral end of the display 62 and may be provided
between the outer spacer 67 and the first spacer 63. Also,
the source board 621 may have a size corresponding to
that of the outer spacer 67 without out of a region of the
outer spacer 67 in a state of being closely attached to

the outer spacer 67.
[0148] The source board 621 may be constituted by
two upper and lower boards 621 and respectively con-
nected to the pair of display cables 605. The display cable
605 may have a flexible and flat structure like the touch
cable 601 and also have a structure that is freely bend-
able.
[0149] The display cable 605 may extend along the
peripheral surface of the transparent panel assembly 60
and pass through a sealant 608 defining the peripheral
surface of the transparent panel assembly 60 to extend
to the outside of the transparent panel assembly 60.
[0150] Also, the display cable 605 may be bent to ex-
tend along the peripheral surface of the transparent panel
assembly 60, i.e., be bent so that an end thereof extends
upward from the transparent panel assembly 60. Thus,
the display cable 605 may be coupled to the T-CON board
602 at the upper side of the sub-door 50.
[0151] Both ends of the display 62 may be supported
by the first spacer 63. The first spacer 63 may have a rod
shape extending from an upper end to a lower end of the
display 62 and may be formed of aluminum.
[0152] The light guide plate 64 may be disposed at the
rear of the display and disposed to be spaced a prede-
termined distance from the display 62 by the first spacer
63. Here, there may be a difference in depth feeling of
the screen outputted from the display 62 according to the
position of the light guide plate 64.
[0153] The light guide plate 64 may diffuse or scatter
light emitted from the display light 68 and be made of
various materials. For example, the light guide plate 64
may be made of a polymer material or formed by forming
a pattern or attaching a film on a surface thereof. The
light guide plate 64 may illuminate the display 62 from
the rear side of the display 62 when the display light 68
is turned on. For this, the light guide plate 64 may have
a plate shape having a size equal to or somewhat greater
than that of the display 62. The display light 68 may be
disposed at a position corresponding to each of upper
and lower ends of the light guide plate 64.
[0154] Alternatively, the display 62 may be provided
as a transparent panel that is capable of outputting other
screens but provided as the LCD. For example, a display
unit provided as an OLED panel instead of the display
62 may be provided. The display unit may have a more
simplified structure because the light guide plate 64 and
the display light 68 are not necessary.
[0155] In addition, the display 62 may have various
structures that are capable of outputting the screen be-
cause the display 62 is transparent, unlike the LCD and
OLED, to allow the user to see the interior of the refrig-
erator 1.
[0156] The rear panel 65 may be disposed at a rear
side of the light guide plate 64. The rear panel 65 may
define the rear surface of the transparent panel assembly
60 and have a size greater than that of the light guide
plate and less than that of the front panel 61. Also, the
rear panel 65 may have a size greater than that of the
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liner opening 561 to shield the liner opening 561.
[0157] A periphery of the rear panel 65 may further
protrude outward from the outer spacer 67 to provide a
rear panel protrusion 651. The rear panel protrusion 651
may have a protruding portion which is seated on the
door liner 56 when the transparent panel assembly 60 is
mounted and may define a space in which a sealant 608
applied to the periphery of the sub-door 50 is (608) filled.
[0158] The rear panel 65 may be made of low-ε glass
to realize thermal insulation. As a result, the rear panel
65 may prevent heat of cool air within the refrigerator
from being transferred to the outside through the trans-
parent panel assembly 60.
[0159] A pair of second spacers 66 may be disposed
between the rear panel 65 and the light guide plate 64.
Each of the second spacers 66 may have a rectangular
frame shape disposed along a periphery of the light guide
plate 64 and come into contact with the light guide plate
64 and the rear panel 65 to maintain a predetermined
distance between the light guide plate 64 and the rear
panel 65. Also, a heat insulating glass 69 may be provid-
ed between the pair of second spacer 66. Multi-layered
spaces 600a and 600b may be provided between the
light guide plate 64 and the rear panel 65 by the heat
insulating glass 69. Alternatively, a structure in which the
light guide plate 64 and the rear panel 65 are fixed to
each other by one second spacer 66 without the heat
insulating glass 69 may be adopted as needed.
[0160] Although the spacers 63, 66, and 67 have struc-
tures different from each other in this embodiment, the
spacers 63, 66, and 67 may maintain a distance between
the adjacent panels 61 and 65 and the light guide plate
64 and have various shapes such as a rod shape or a
shape in which the moisture absorbent is accommodated
into a shape.
[0161] Also, the heat insulation panel 69 and the light
guide plate 64 may be disposed between the front panel
61 and the rear panel 65. Here, the heat insulation panel
69 and the light guide plate 64 may be plate-shaped
members disposed between the front panel 61 and the
rear panel 65 and may be lonely provided or may be
provided together and also may be called intermediate
panels. The intermediate panel may be provided as only
the light guide plate 64. In some cases, the intermediate
panel may include one or more heat insulation panels 69.
[0162] The distance between the front panel 61 and
the light guide plate 64 may be maintained in fixed dis-
tance so as to output the screen of the display 62. Also,
the distance between the light guide plate 64 and the rear
panel 65 may be determined according to a thickness of
the sub-door 50 or the total thickness of the transparent
panel assembly 60. That is, the second spacer 66 may
be adjusted in thickness to determine the total thickness
of the transparent panel assembly 60 so as to be mounted
to match a specification of the sub-door 50.
[0163] In the state in which the rear panel 65 adheres
to the second spacer 66, an outer end of the rear panel
65 may further extend outward from the second spacer

66. Also, the outer spacer 67 may be mounted on the
outer end of the rear panel 65 so that the rear panel 65
and the front panel 61 are fixed to each other.
[0164] The outer spacer 67 may have a rectangular
frame shape. The outer spacer 67 may connect the rear
surface of the front panel 61 to the front surface of the
rear panel 65 and also define the peripheral surface of
the transparent panel assembly 60.
[0165] In detail, the outer spacer 67 may define a pe-
riphery of an outer portion of the transparent panel as-
sembly 60 and also have a connection structure that is
capable of allowing the front panel 61 to be maintained
at a certain distance.
[0166] The space between the front panel 61 and the
rear panel 65, i.e., the inner space of the outer spacer
may be completely sealed by the coupling of the outer
spacer 67. Also, the inside of the outer spacer 67 may
be more sealed by the sealant 608 applied to the periph-
ery of the outer spacer 67.
[0167] The display 62 and the light guide plate 64 may
be spaced apart from each other in a front and rear di-
rection within the inside of the space that is sealed by
the outer spacer 67. The first and second spacers 63 and
66 for maintaining the distance of the light guide plate 64
may be also provided in the inner space of the outer spac-
er 67.
[0168] An additional insulation panel 69 may be further
provided in the outer spacer 67, or a multilayered glass
structure may be provided in the outer spacer 67. All of
the above-described constituents may be provided in the
space defined by the outer spacer 67.
[0169] That is, the overall outer appearance of the
transparent panel assembly 60 may be defined by the
front panel 61, the rear panel 65, and the outer spacer
67, and all of the remaining constituents may be provided
in the outer spacer 67. Thus, the sealing may be per-
formed only between the outer spacer 67, the front panel
61, and the rear panel 65 to completely seal the multi-
layered panel structure.
[0170] Particularly, even though a plate-shaped struc-
ture such as the light guide plate 64 is further provided
in the outer spacer 67, when only the outer spacer 67
adheres to the front panel 61 and the rear panel 65, the
sealed structure of the transparent panel assembly 60
may be achieved. The sealed structure may maintain a
minimal sealing point even in the multilayered structure
due to the plurality of panel including the light guide plate
64.
[0171] Thus, introduction of external air into the trans-
parent panel assembly or the dew condensation in the
transparent display assembly due to introduction of mois-
ture may be minimized. Also, when the inside of the outer
spacer 67 becomes in a vacuum state, or a gas for the
thermal insulation is injected, the insulation layer may be
provided in the whole multilayered structure within the
transparent panel assembly 60 to more improve the ther-
mal insulation performance.
[0172] The transparent panel assembly 60 may be dis-
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posed in the sub-door 50 so that the interior of the refrig-
erator is seen, and the screen is outputted, and also, the
thermal insulation structure may be achieved in the mul-
tilayered panel structure at the minimum sealing point to
secure the thermal insulation performance.
[0173] Also, a space in which the display light 68 is
mounted may be provided in an inner surface of the outer
spacer 67. The display light 68 may be mounted on each
of the upper and lower ends of the outer spacer 67. The
light guide plate 64 may be disposed between the display
lights 68 disposed on the upper and lower ends of the
outer spacer 67.
[0174] Thus, light emitted through the display light 68
may be directed to an end of the light guide plate 64 and
then travel along the light guide plate 64 so that the entire
surface of the light guide plate 64 emits light.
[0175] The display lights 68 disposed on the inner up-
per and lower ends of the transparent panel assembly
60 may be connected to a display light cable 606. The
display light cable 606 may have a flexible and flat shape
like the touch cable 601 and the display cable 605.
[0176] The display light cable 606 may be connected
to the display light 68 that is mounted inside the outer
spacer 67 to extend to the outside of the transparent pan-
el assembly 60.
[0177] Also, the display light cable 606 may extend
along the circumference of the transparent display 62 so
that the display light cable 606 is not exposed through
the transparent display 62. Also, the display light cable
606 may extend upward in a state of being closely at-
tached to the rear surface of the rear panel 65. As occa-
sion demands, the display light cable 606 may be bent
in the state of adhering to the rear surface of the rear
panel 65 and then may be connected to a docking PCB
604 disposed on the upper portion of the sub-door 50.
[0178] Here, since the display light cable 606 extends
in the state of being closely attached to a peripheral sur-
face of the rear protrusion 651 of the rear panel 65, when
the sub-door 50 is viewed from the outside, the display
light cable 606 may not be exposed through the trans-
parent panel assembly 60.
[0179] The sealant 608 may be applied to the circum-
ference of the outer spacer 67. The sealant 608 may be
applied to form the peripheral surface of the transparent
panel assembly 60. That is, the sealant 691 may form a
peripheral surface between the front panel 61 and the
rear panel 65.
[0180] The sealant 608 may seal the transparent panel
assembly 60 to prevent air from being introduced into the
transparent panel assembly 60 and be made of a
polysulfide (that is called a thiokol) material. As occasion
demands, the sealant 691 may be made of a different
sealant material such as silicon or urethane so that the
sealant 691 comes into direct contact with the foaming
solution that is injected to mold the insulation material
531.
[0181] The sealant 608 may maintain the coupling of
the outer spacer 67, the front panel 61, and the rear panel

65 and completely seal the connected portions of the
components to prevent water or moisture from being in-
troduced. Also, the sealant 608 may be a portion, which
comes into directly contact with the foaming solution
when the insulation material 531 is molded, and protects
the periphery of the transparent panel assembly 60.
[0182] Also, the sealant 608 may allow cables 601,
605, and 606 connected to the touch sensor 612, the
display panel 62, and the display light 68 within the trans-
parent panel assembly 60 to be accessible therethrough.
The sealant 608 may shield outer surfaces of the cables
601, 605, and 606 to prevent water or moisture from being
introduced through spaces through which the cables 601
605, and 606 are accessible when the cables 601 605,
and 606 extend through the peripheral surface of the
transparent panel assembly 60.
[0183] Also, a spacer protrusion 672 defining a space
into which the sealant 608 is filled and a heater mounting
part 673 on which a heater 532 is mounted may protrude
from the peripheral surface of the transparent panel as-
sembly 60 coated with the sealant 608, and the sealant
608 may be filled into a space defined between the spacer
protrusion 672 and the heater mounting part 673.
[0184] The inner space of the transparent panel as-
sembly 60 may provide dual spaces in front and rear
sides and in inside and outside. Particularly, the inner
space of the transparent panel assembly 60 may include
an insulation space 660a and an accommodation space
600b.
[0185] The insulation space 660a may be a closed
space defined by coupling the rear panel 65, the heat
insulation panel 69, and the second spacer 66 to each
other and be defined by allowing the second spacer 66
to completely adhere to the rear panel 65 and the heat
insulation panel 69 by using an adhesive 661. Also, a
space between the rear panel 65 and the heat insulation
panel 69 may provide the insulation space 660a or the
insulation layer by injecting a vacuum or insulation gas.
The insulation space 660a may be maintained in thermal
insulation if the transparent panel assembly 60 is not bro-
ken. Also, the insulation space 660a may determine in-
sulation performance of the transparent panel assembly
60.
[0186] The accommodation space 600b may be de-
fined between the rear panel 65 and the light guide plate
64 and between the light guide plate 64 and the front
panel 61. Also, the accommodation space 600b may be
defined as a space between the inside of the outer spacer
67 and the outside of the insulation space 660a. The
display 62 may be disposed in the accommodation space
600b and be disposed close to or to be closely attached
to the front panel 61 within the accommodation space
600b.
[0187] The accommodation space 600b may be finally
sealed by applying the sealant 608. However, it is difficult
to completely seal the accommodation space 600b due
to a plurality of cables 601, 605, and 606 that are acces-
sible through the sealant 608. Thus, the accommodation
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space 600b may be relatively vulnerable to the insulation
when compared with the insulation space 660a.
[0188] However, since the accommodation space
600b is defined in the front side that is previously insu-
lated by the insulation space 660a provided in the refrig-
erator 1, and the sealed state of the accommodation
space 600b is maintained, the insulation performance
may be secured somewhat. Thus, the dual insulation
space 660a may be provided.
[0189] The light guide plate 64 disposed in the accom-
modation space 600b may have a structure that is de-
formable by heat and a temperature, and a contact mem-
ber 662 may be disposed between the second spacer 66
and the light guide plate 64. The contact member 662
has a predetermined thickness and elasticity, and the
light guide plate 64 is seated and supported on the con-
tact member 662 in the state in which the contact member
662 does not adhere to be fixed.
[0190] Thus, the light guide plate 64 may be contracted
or expanded by the operation for a long time of the display
light 68 or a temperature difference in the refrigerator 1.
Here, a space in which the light guide plate 64 is con-
tracted or expanded may be provided by the contact
member 662.
[0191] As described above, the vacuum or the sealed
structure may not be provided between the light guide
plate 64 and the insulation panel 69 due to the contact
member 662. Thus, the accommodation space 600b may
be defined in the space in which the light guide plate 64
is disposed.
[0192] To complete the insulation space 660a and the
accommodation space 600b, the transparent panel as-
sembly 60 may have a structure having the dual spaces
in which the outer spacer 67 is disposed outside, and the
second spacer 66 is disposed in the space defined by
the outer spacer 67.
[0193] FIG. 10 is an exploded view illustrating an as-
sembly structure of the transparent display assembly.
[0194] Referring to FIG. 10, to assembly the transpar-
ent panel assembly 60, the rear panel 65 and the insu-
lation panel 69 may be closely attached to each other by
using the second spacer 66 to provide the insulation
space 660a. Here, the insulation space 660a may be
filled with the vacuum or insulation gas. Also, an addi-
tional second spacer 66 may adhere to the other surface
of the insulation panel 69 to support the light guide plate
64.
[0195] Also, the second spacer 66, the outer spacer
67, and the display 62 may be sequentially fixed and
mounted on the front panel 61 to seat the light guide plate
64 on the first spacer 63. Here, although not shown, the
arrangement of the display light 68 and the wire may be
completed.
[0196] In this state, the assembly of the rear panel 65
and the insulation panel 69, which previously form the
insulation space 660a, may be coupled to the assembly
of the front panel 61. That is, the outer spacer 67 may
adhere to an end of the rear panel 65 to complete the

transparent panel assembly 60. Then, the sealant 608
may be applied to a circumference of the outer spacer
67 to perform sealing.
[0197] As described above, in the state in which the
insulation space 660a is completed, the above-described
components may be sequentially assembled to assem-
ble the entire transparent panel assembly, and thus, the
insulation performance of the transparent panel assem-
bly 60 may be satisfied.
[0198] FIG. 11 is a cross-sectional view illustrating an-
other example of the transparent display assembly.
[0199] As illustrated in the drawing, the rear panel 65
is attached to the rear panel 65, and the insulation panel
69 is fixed and mounted on the inside of the outer spacer
670. In the state in which the rear panel 65 and the insu-
lation panel 69 are mounted on the outer spacer 670, the
insulation space 660a may be formed.
[0200] For this, a panel groove 670a into which the
insulation panel 69 is inserted may be defined in an inner
surface of the outer spacer 670. Also, a first panel pro-
trusion 670b inserted between the rear panel 65 and the
insulation panel 69 to maintain a distance between the
rear panel 65 and the insulation panel 69 may be dis-
posed on one side with respect to the panel groove 670a,
and a second panel protrusion 670c inserted between
the insulation panel 69 and the light guide plate 64 to
maintain a distance between the insulation panel 69 and
the light guide plate 64 may be disposed on the other
side with respect to the panel groove 670a. Here, the
second panel protrusion 670c and the light guide plate
64 may not adhere to each other but come into contact
with each other, and the above-described contact mem-
ber 662 may be disposed.
[0201] Also, the outer spacer 670 on which the rear
panel 65 and the insulation panel 69 are assembled in
the state in which the first spacer 63, the display, and the
light guide plate 64 are sequentially seated may adhere
to the rear surface of the front panel 61. Also, the sealant
608 may be applied to the circumference of the outer
spacer 670.
[0202] Through the above-described structure, the
transparent panel assembly 60 may have the structure
in which the front panel 61, the rear panel 65, and the
insulation panel 69 are fixed and mounted on one outer
spacer 670 without using the second spacer 66 of FIG.
9. Also, the multi-layered spaces 600a and 600b may be
provided in the transparent panel assembly 60 by using
the single structure of the outer spacer 67.
[0203] As described above, although the transparent
panel assembly 60 according to an embodiment is
mounted on the refrigerating compartment door 20 in the
state of being assembled, the transparent panel assem-
bly may have a structure that is assembled to the frame
of the door even though the transparent panel assembly
60 is not assembled.
[0204] FIG. 12 is a cross-sectional view of a door ac-
cording to another embodiment. FIG. 13 is an exploded
perspective view illustrating the door of FIG. 13.
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[0205] As illustrated in the drawings, a door 24 accord-
ing to another embodiment is configured to open and
close the interior of the refrigerator 1 such as the refrig-
erating compartment door 20 according to the above-
described embodiment. Also, an outer appearance of the
door 24 may be defined by a door frame 241 having a
rectangular frame shape with an opened central portion,
a front panel 61 mounted on a front surface of the door
frame 241, and a rear panel 65 mounted on a rear surface
of the door frame 241.
[0206] The opened central portion of the door frame
may provide a space through which the interior of the
refrigerator 1 is seen like the above-described see-
through part 80 and be configured to show a screen out-
putted by the display 62. For this, each of the front panel
61 and the rear panel 65 may be made of a transparent
material.
[0207] The front panel 61 and the rear panel 65 may
have the same configuration as those according to the
above-described embodiment to define at least portions
of front and rear surfaces of the door. The door frame
241 may define a circumference of the door 24 and si-
multaneously be fixed and mounted in a state in which
the front panel 61 and the rear panel 65 are spaced apart
from each other. An insulation material may be filled into
the door frame 241 and have an outer surface made of
a plastic material to define a portion of an outer appear-
ance of each of side and rear surfaces of the door 24.
[0208] Also, in the state in which the front panel 61 and
the rear panel 65 are mounted on the door frame 241, a
closed space may be defined in the door 24, and a vac-
uum or insulation gas may be injected to define an insu-
lation space.
[0209] A touch film 612 may be disposed on the rear
surface of the front panel 61 to detect user’s touch ma-
nipulation. Also, a display 62 may be disposed on the
rear surface of the front panel 61. The display 62 may be
closely attached to the rear surface of the front panel 61
and made of a transparent material to allow the user to
see the interior of the refrigerator 1.
[0210] A light guide plate 64 may be disposed at a rear
side of the display 62. The light guide plate 64 may be
spaced apart from the front panel 61 by a first spacer 63
disposed on each of both sides thereof. Thus, the light
guide plate 64 may be spaced to be spaced a predeter-
mined distance from the display 62.
[0211] Also, the display light 68 may be mounted on
an inner surface of the light guide plate 64. The light guide
plate 64 may be entirely illuminated by light emitted from
the display light 68 and serve as a backlight of the display
62.
[0212] A second spacer 600 may be disposed between
the light guide plate 64 and the rear panel 65. The second
spacer 660 may maintain a certain distance between the
light guide plate 64 and the rear panel 65. In some cases,
the second spacer may be made of a material having
elasticity or have a structure having elasticity and stably
support the light guide plate 64 even though the light

guide plate 64 is contracted or expanded.
[0213] As described above, in the door 24 according
to another embodiment, each of the front panel 61 and
the rear panel 65 may be coupled to the door frame 241.
The front panel 61 and the rear panel 65 may not be
mounted on the door 24 in the state of being assembled
with the transparent panel assembly 60 as described in
the above-described embodiment, but each of the front
panel 61 and the rear panel 65 is coupled to the door
frame 241 to form the door 24.
[0214] Also, all the light guide plate 64 and the display
light 68 may be disposed in the space defined by the front
panel 61 and the rear panel 65.
[0215] FIG. 14 is a schematic block diagram illustrating
a flow of a control signal in components for an operation
of the transparent panel assembly.
[0216] As illustrated in the drawing, a plurality of PCBs
602, 603, and 604, i.e., a touch PCB 603, a T-CON board
602, and a docking PCB 604 may be mounted on the
sub-door 50. Also, the plurality of PCBs 602, 603, and
604 may be connected to the plurality of cables 601, 605,
and 606 within the sub-door 50.
[0217] The cables 601, 605, and 606 connecting the
plurality of cables 602, 603, and 604 to each other may
be provided as the flexible film type FFC or FPC. Thus,
the touch cable 601, the display cable 605, and the dis-
play light cable 606 may occupy a large space within the
sub-door 50 and be disposed to be closely attached to
each other along the outside of the transparent panel
assembly 60. Also, the connection structure with the
PCBs 602, 603, and 604 may also be simply provided
and may not be exposed to the outside through the see-
through part 21. In addition, when the insulation material
531 is foamed to be molded in the sub-door 50, the PCBs
602, 603, and 604 may not interfere with the insulation
material 531.
[0218] In more detail, the touch cable 601 may extend
from an upper end of the touch sensor 612 and then be
connected to the touch PCB 603. The touch PCB 603
may be disposed at a position corresponding to an ex-
tending end of the touch cable 601.
[0219] The display cable 605 may be connected to the
source board 621 to extend upward. Then, the display
cable 605 may extend along the circumference of the
side surface of the transparent panel assembly 60 and
then be connected to the T-CON board 602.
[0220] The display light cable 606 may be connected
to the display light 68 disposed on each of the upper and
lower portions of the transparent panel assembly 60 to
extend upward along the outer circumference of the
transparent panel assembly 60 and then be connected
to the docking PCB 604.
[0221] The door light 57 may be provided as a separate
part with respect to the transparent panel assembly 60
and mounted on the door liner 56. Thus, the door light
cable 609 connected to the door light 57 may extend to
the docking PCB 604 without passing through the trans-
parent panel assembly 60 and be provided as a wire type
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cable. The door light cable 609 may also be provided as
a flat and flexible cable like other cables 601, 605, and
606.
[0222] The docking PCB 604 may be connected to the
touch PCB 603. The docking PCB 604 and the touch
PCB 603 may be provided as separate parts. Thus, while
the docking PCB 604 and the touch PCB 603 are assem-
bled and mounted on the PCB mounding part 545, the
docking PCB 604 and the touch PCB 603 may be con-
nected to each other through a first docking cable 608.
The first docking cable 608 may be connected to a PCB
connector 604d disposed on the docking PCB 604. Also,
as occasion demands, the T-CON board 602 may also
be connected to the docking PCB 604.
[0223] Also, in consideration of efficiency of a voltage
situation or signal transmission, the T-CON board 602
may not be connected to the docking PCB 604, but the
wire type connection cable 607 may be directly connect-
ed to the control unit 14.
[0224] As described above, the plurality of electronic
components disposed on the sub-door 50, i.e., all of the
plurality of flat cables 601, 605, and 606 connected to
the electronic components constituting the transparent
panel assembly 60 may be connected to the PCBs 602,
603, and 604 in the upper portion of the sub-door 50, and
the wire type connection cable 607 extending from the
control unit 14 on the cabinet 10 may be simply connected
to the docking PCB 604 and the T-CON board 602 to
minimize the size of a hole through which the connection
cable passes and also minimize the interference when
the sub-door 50 is opened or closed.
[0225] A main PCB 141, a display PCB 15, and an
adaptor 143 may be disposed in the control unit 14 con-
nected by the connection cable 607.
[0226] The overall operation of the refrigerator 1 as
well as a refrigerating cycle may be controlled by the
main PCB 141. The main PCB 141 may be connected
to the display PCB 15 to receive operation information
of the transparent panel assembly 60.
[0227] Also, the adaptor 143 for converting power sup-
plied to the transparent panel assembly 60 may be further
disposed on the control unit 14. DC power may be con-
verted into AC power that is suitable for driving the trans-
parent panel assembly 60 by the adaptor 143. Also, since
the adaptor 143 has a relatively large size and generate
large amount of heat, it may be more efficient when the
adaptor 143 is disposed on the control unit 14 on the
cabinet 10 rather than the sub-door 50.
[0228] The main PCB 141 and the display PCB 15 may
be provided as a single body. Also, the main PCB 141
and the display PCB 15 may be collectively called a con-
trol unit 14. Alternatively, the control unit 14 may be re-
ferred to as one of the main PCB 14 and the display PCB
141.
[0229] FIG. 15 is a block diagram illustrating a connec-
tion relationship between the main component of the re-
frigerator and a user’s mobile device.
[0230] As illustrated in the drawings, the display PCB

15 may include a communication unit 154 communicating
with a remote Internet server 2 and be connected to the
manipulation input unit 16. Also, the display PCB 15 may
be connected to the main PCB 141.
[0231] Thus, the main components of the refrigerator
1, which are connected to the main PCB 141, may be
controlled by manipulating the transparent panel assem-
bly 60 or the manipulation input unit 16.
[0232] The manipulation input unit 16 that is manipu-
lated for the operation of the transparent panel assembly
60 may include one or more of a proximity detection sen-
sor 161, a motion detection sensor 162, a microphone
163, a knock detection device 164, a vision sensor 165,
and a manipulation part 166.
[0233] In detail, the proximity detection sensor 161
may be disposed in the refrigerating compartment door
20 or the cabinet 10 to detect the user that is close to a
position within a set distance with respect to the refrig-
erator 1. Also, as the user approaches the refrigerator,
activation of the transparent panel assembly 60 or ma-
nipulation of an operation of the transparent panel as-
sembly 60 may be performed. The proximity detection
sensor 161 may be disposed in the refrigerating com-
partment door 20 in which the see-through part 80 is dis-
posed so that user’s intension in visualization of the see-
through part 80 is accurately grasped.
[0234] The motion detection sensor 162 may be con-
figured to detect movement of the user. The motion de-
tection sensor 162 may detect the movement of the user
when the user is disposed with a specific region or moves
within the specific region. Also, as the movement of the
user is detected, the activation of the transparent panel
assembly 60 or the manipulation of an operation of the
transparent panel assembly 60 may be performed.
[0235] The microphone 163 is configured to receive a
user’s voice. When the user speaks a specific word, an
input of the microphone 163 may be activated. Also, the
activation of the transparent panel assembly 60 or the
manipulation of an operation of the transparent panel as-
sembly 60 may be performed according to the voice in-
putted by the user.
[0236] The knock detection device 164 is configured
to detect user’s knock manipulation. The knock detection
device 164 may be disposed at one side of the transpar-
ent panel assembly 60 or the refrigerating compartment
door 20, at which the transparent panel assembly 60 is
disposed. Also, when the user knocks the front surface
of the transparent panel assembly 60, the knock detec-
tion device 164 may detect the user’s knock to activate
or manipulate the transparent panel assembly 60. Here,
various inputs of the manipulation may be performed ac-
cording to the number of times of knocks or a knock pat-
tern of the transparent panel assembly 60.
[0237] The vision sensor 165 may include an image
photographing device such as a camera and recognize
the user by photographing the front of the refrigerator.
The vision sensor 165 may recognize a specific user or
a specific gesture of the user to activate or manipulate
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the transparent panel assembly 60. Here, various inputs
of manipulation may be performed according to the rec-
ognized gesture of the user.
[0238] The manipulation part 166 may be configured
so that the user directly touches or pushes the manipu-
lation part 166. The manipulation part 166 may be pro-
vided separately from the transparent panel assembly
60. For example, the manipulation part 166 may be inte-
grated with the dispenser 23 to activate or manipulate
the transparent panel assembly 60 through the manipu-
lation of the manipulation part 166.
[0239] Referring to the main components connected
to the main PCB 141, the main PCB 141 may be con-
nected to an external temperature/humidity sensor 111
for measuring a temperature and humidity outside the
refrigerator 1 to confirm temperature and humidity infor-
mation outside the refrigerator 1, thereby controlling an
operation of the refrigerator 1.
[0240] Also, the main PCB 141 may be connected to
an internal temperature sensor 112 for measuring a tem-
perature inside the refrigerator 1 to confirm temperature
information within the refrigerator, thereby controlling an
operation of the refrigerator 1.
[0241] Also, the main PCB 141 may be connected to
the ice maker 113 which makes and stores ices to control
an operation of the ice maker 113.
[0242] Also, the main PCB 141 may be connected to
a door switch 114 for detecting an opening/closing of the
door 20 to confirm information with respect to whether
the door 20 is opened or close and the number of open-
ing/closing of the door 20.
[0243] Also, the main PCB 141 may be connected to
an internal camera 115 for photographing the interior of
the refrigerator 1 to confirm an accommodated state of
foods within the refrigerator and information of accom-
modated objects. Also, the main PCB 141 may be con-
nected to an energy power meter 116 for measuring pow-
er consumption to confirm information with respect to
power consumption of the refrigerator 1.
[0244] Also, the main PCB 141 may be connected to
a dispenser 23 to control an operation of the dispenser
23.
[0245] Also, the main PCB 141 may be connected to
the interior light 121 to be turned on when the refrigerating
compartment door 20 is opened. In addition, the main
PCB 141 may operate to be associated with the interior
light 121 when the transparent panel assembly 60 oper-
ates to adjust the transparency and the screen output
state of the see-through part 80. That is, brightness and
transparency of the door storage space 41 that is seen
through the see-through part 80 may be adjusted.
[0246] Also, the main PCB 141 may be connected to
the speaker 118 to output operation information of the
refrigerator 1 or food information, which is stored in the
refrigerator 1, or information required by the user through
voice.
[0247] In addition, the main PCB 141 may be inter-
locked with various electronic devices provided in the

refrigerator 1 in addition to the above-described compo-
nents to control the operations of the components or con-
firm information with respect to the components.
[0248] The communication unit 154 may be connected
to the Internet server 2 through wired/wireless commu-
nication. The Internet server 2 may confirm the operation
state of the refrigerator 1 through the information trans-
mitted from the main PCB 141 and check and control the
operation state of the refrigerator by comparing the in-
formation to data in the Internet server 2. Also, the pieces
of information of the Internet server 2 may be outputted
through the transparent panel assembly 60 by using the
communication unit 154 or outputted to the user’s mobile
device 8.
[0249] Also, the Internet server 2 may be connected
to the user’s mobile device 8 through wireless commu-
nication. The user’s mobile device 8 may be various de-
vices that are capable of outputting and inputting infor-
mation through video and/or audio, such as a mobile
phone, an exclusive terminal, and a wearable device.
Also, the instruction for the operation of the refrigerator
1 as well as the operation information and state of the
refrigerator 1 may be realized through the user’s mobile
device 8.
[0250] Also, the image information, voice information,
an image, a text, and the like, which are stored in the
Internet server 2 or the user’s mobile device 8, may also
be transmitted to the display PCB 15 through the com-
munication unit 154 and outputted through the transpar-
ent panel assembly 60 and the speaker 118.
[0251] A usage example of the refrigerator 1, the In-
ternet server 2, and the user’s mobile device 8 will be
described below.
[0252] First, the user may directly manipulate the trans-
parent panel assembly 60, an input through the manip-
ulation input unit 16, or manipulate through the user’s
mobile device 8 to control a temperature inside the re-
frigerator 1. Here, the information of the internal temper-
ature sensor 112 may be used.
[0253] Also, after confirming the temperature/humidity
information within the refrigerator 1 through the external
temperature/humidity sensor 111, the temperature within
the refrigerator 1 may be adjusted so that quick freezing
or deodorization is performed to improve the storage
state of the foods. Here, the quick freezing or the sterili-
zation/deodorization may be performed by directly ma-
nipulating the transparent panel assembly 60, the input
through the manipulation input unit 16, or the manipula-
tion through the user’s mobile device. Also, when the
quick freezing or the sterilization/deodorization is fin-
ished, the finish of the operation may be notified through
push by using the transparent panel assembly 60 or the
user’s mobile device 8.
[0254] Also, an execution time of the deforesting op-
eration of the refrigerator 1 may be inputted by directly
manipulating the transparent panel assembly 60, the in-
put through the manipulation input unit 16, or the manip-
ulation through the user’s mobile device 8 so that a de-
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frost delay operation is performed within a preset time.
[0255] Also, ingredients of a recipe, a cooking method,
and the like are received from the Internet server 2
through the direct manipulation of the transparent panel
assembly 60, the input through the manipulation input
unit 16, or the manipulation through the user’s mobile
device 8 to output the received information through the
transparent panel assembly 60.
[0256] Also, the information with respect to the open-
ing/closing of the door 20 of the refrigerator 1 may be
request through the direct manipulation of the transpar-
ent panel assembly 60, the input through the manipula-
tion input unit 16, or the manipulation through the user’s
mobile device 8. As a result, the push alarm may occur
when the door is opened for a preset time or more, or a
time zone for reducing the energy consumption may be
generated in addition to the guiding of the opened number
or time of door to guide the above-described results
through the transparent panel assembly 60 or the user’s
mobile device 8.
[0257] Also, the information of the foods accommodat-
ed in the refrigerator 1 may be requested through the
direct manipulation of the transparent panel assembly
60, the input through the manipulation input unit 16, or
the manipulation through the user’s mobile device 8. Al-
so, the video information photographed by the camera
115 in the refrigerator 1 may be provided to confirm the
stored state of the foods or output an expiration date of
the stored foods, which is set by the user, through the
transparent panel assembly 60 and the user’s mobile de-
vice 8. In addition, when the expiration date arrives, push
alarm may be outputted.
[0258] Also, the operation information such as set
states or usage numbers and periods of the ice maker
113 and the dispenser 23 may be outputted through the
direct manipulation of the transparent panel assembly
60, the input through the manipulation input unit 16, or
the manipulation through the user’s mobile device 8 by
using the transparent panel assembly 60 and the user’s
mobile device 8.
[0259] Also, an error when the refrigerator 1 operates
may be diagnosed through the direct manipulation of the
transparent panel assembly 60, the input through the ma-
nipulation input unit 16, or the manipulation through the
user’s mobile device 8, or the firmware may be updated,
or program installed in the refrigerator 1 may be updated
to the latest version to output the updated firmware or
program through the transparent panel assembly 60 and
the user’s mobile device 8.
[0260] The refrigerator 1 may be a portion of the home
network and may control operations of other home ap-
pliances constituting the home network through the re-
frigerator 1.
[0261] FIG. 16 is a view illustrating a home network
system provided in the refrigerator.
[0262] As described above, the refrigerator 1 may be
connected to a wireless router 7 by the communication
unit 154, and the wireless router 7 may be connected to

home appliances such as an air conditioner 3, an oven
4, a television 5, a washing machine 6 to construct a
whole home network system. Here, the refrigerator 1 may
function as a main controller of the home network system
in a state in which power is always supplied.
[0263] Also, the wireless router 7 may be connected
to the Internet server 2, and the Internet server 2 may be
connected to the user’s mobile device 8 that is capable
of outputting and inputting the information using the video
and/or voice, such as a mobile phone, an exclusive ter-
minal, a wearable device, and the like.
[0264] Thus, in order to allow the user to manipulate
the operation of the home appliance, a manipulation sig-
nal may be generated through the manipulation of the
transparent display assembly 60 of the refrigerator 1 or
the input through the manipulation input unit 16 and then
transmitted to the corresponding home appliance
through the wireless router 7 so that the electronic device
operates according to the corresponding manipulation.
Also, the execution state of the corresponding operation
may be outputted through the transparent display assem-
bly 60 or the speaker 182.
[0265] A change in operation state of the home appli-
ance may be stored in the Internet server 2 and trans-
mitted and outputted to the user’s mobile device 8
through the Internet server 2.
[0266] Alternatively, the user may control the operation
of the home appliance through the user’s mobile device
8. Here, the user’s manipulation signal may drive the cor-
responding home appliance through the wireless router
7 via the Internet server 2 and output the corresponding
information through the transparent display assembly 60
or the speaker 182 of the refrigerator 1.
[0267] That is, operation information of the hole appli-
ances connected to wireless router 7 may be stored
through the refrigerator 1, and the stored information and
processed information may be outputted through the
transparent panel assembly 60 or the speaker 182.
[0268] The wireless router 7 may communicate in a
Wi-Fi manner, and a hub for converting the communica-
tion manner may be provided in the wireless router 7.
The hub may be connected to the wireless router 7 in the
Wi-Fi manner and receive signals in Bluetooth, Zigbee,
Z-wave, and NEFF manners to communicate with other
home appliances or other devices, which do not commu-
nicate in the Wi-Fi manner.
[0269] Thus, the hub may convert signals of the devic-
es communicating in different manners to communicate
with the wireless router 7 in the Wi-Fi manner, and vice
versa. Thus, the information with respect to the manipu-
lation of the devices through the refrigerator 1 and the
hub and the operations of the devices may be outputted
through the refrigerator 1.
[0270] For example, when other hole appliances op-
erate, an output and control of an alert through the see-
through part 80 of the refrigerator 1 when the alert situ-
ation occurs may be performed.
[0271] FIG. 17 is a transverse cross-sectional view il-
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lustrating a freezing compartment door of the refrigerator.
FIG. 18 is a longitudinal cross-sectional view of the re-
frigerating compartment door. Also, FIG. 19 is an en-
larged view illustrating a portion A of FIG. 18. Also, FIG.
20 is an enlarged view illustrating a portion B of FIG. 18.
[0272] As illustrated in the drawings, in a state in which
the locking member 593 of the opening device 59 is in-
serted into a latch hole 421, the sub-door 50 may be
maintained in a closed state. In this state, the door light
57 may be maintained in a turn-off state. An opened or
closed state of the sub-door 50 may be detected through
a door switch that is separately provided.
[0273] In the turn-off state of the door light 57, as illus-
trated in FIG. 1, the rear space of the sub-door 50 may
be dark, and thus, the interior of the refrigerator 1 may
not be seen through the see-through part 80. Thus, in
the closed state of the sub-door 50, if separate manipu-
lation is not performed, the door light 57 may be main-
tained in the turn-off state, and the interior of the refrig-
erator 1 may not be seen through the see-through part 80.
[0274] In this state, the user may touch-manipulate the
front panel 51 to turn on the door light 57. As illustrated
in FIG. 17, when the door light 57 is turned on, light emit-
ted from a lighting module 575 may be irradiated to po-
sitions of both rear left and right sides of the rear panel
65, which face each other.
[0275] The door light 57 may extend from the upper
end to the lower end of the rear panel 65. That is, the
light emitted by the door light 57 may illuminate the entire
rear region of the rear panel 65 from both the left and
right sides of the rear panel 65. Thus, the see-through
part 80 may be transparent, and the door-side storage
space 41 may be visualized through the see-through part
80.
[0276] Also, when the user manipulates the front panel
61 disposed on the front surface of the refrigerator 1, the
display light 68 may be turned on to turn on the display
62. Thus, the transparent panel assembly 60 may output
a screen. Here, the manipulation of the front panel 61
may be inputted as one of a specific position, the touch
number, or a pattern. As occasion demands, a separate
physical button or sensor may be used to detect the us-
er’s manipulation.
[0277] In detail, the display light 68 disposed on each
of the upper and lower ends of the light guide plate 64
may be turned on together with the display 62 by the
user’ s manipulation. The light guide plate 64 may irreg-
ularly reflect and diffuse light of the display light 68 by
the turn-on of the display light 68 to emit light having
generally uniform brightness to the front display 62.
[0278] Also, light may be emitted to the display 62 from
the rear side of the display 62 by the light guide plate 64,
and simultaneously, a screen based on inputted image
information may be outputted on the display 62. Thus,
the user may confirm the clearly outputted screen
through the see-through part 80.
[0279] Also, in the state in which all the door light 57
and the display light 68 are turned on, the door-side stor-

age space 41 may be seen, and also, the screen may be
outputted through the display 62.
[0280] Hereinafter, a state of the see-through part will
be defined with reference to the drawings.
[0281] FIGS. 21A to 21E are views illustrating a state
of a see-through part according to an operation state of
the transparent panel assembly. FIG. 22 is a table show-
ing an operation state of the transparent panel assembly
according to a state of the see-through part.
[0282] The see-through part 80 may be in one state of
total five states of a first state 81, a second state 82, a
third state 83, a fourth state 84, and a fifth state 85 ac-
cording to operation states of the transparent panel as-
sembly 60, the door light 57, and the interior light 121.
Alternatively, in some cases, the see-through part 80 may
include portions of the five states. The see-through part
80 may be in any one of the five states. Also, the see-
through part 80 may be converted within the five states
according to user’s manipulation.
[0283] In detail, the first state 81 of FIG. 21A may be
a state in which the transparency of the see-through part
80 is maximized so that the inside of the door storage
space 41 is most clearly seen to the user, and thus, be
referred to as a transparent state. Here, the see-through
part 80 is called a first screen.
[0284] In the first state 81, the door light 57 may be
turned on to brighten the door storage space 41, and
thus, a rear side of the transparent panel assembly 60
may be brightened up. Thus, the see-through part 80
may be transparent when the see-through part 80 is
viewed from the outside of the refrigerator 1. Also, in the
first state 81, the interior light 121 may also be turned on.
When the interior light 121 is turned on, the interior light
121 together with the door light 57 may also brighten the
door storage space 41 to maximally brighten the door
storage space 41. Thus, the door storage space 41 may
be more clearly seen. The first state 81 may be selected
to be used when the user identifies food within the door
storage space 41.
[0285] Also, in the first state 81, the display light 68
may be turned off. When the display light is turned off, a
difference in brightness between the front and rear sides
of the transparent panel assembly 60 may be clearer,
and thus, the inside of the door storage space 41 may
be more clearly seen.
[0286] In the first state 81, when the display light 68 is
turned off, although the display 62 is turned on, the dis-
play 62 does not emit light, and thus, only the door storage
space 41 is brightened up. Thus, when the user sees the
see-through part 80, the see-through part 80 is transpar-
ent, and the inside of the door storage space 41 is clearly
seen.
[0287] In FIG. 21A, for helping comprehension, al-
though an image 801 is displayed on the entire area, the
display 62 is turned in the first state 81, and the image
801 is not outputted on the most area of the see-through
part 80. As illustrated in FIG. 41, only a main menu icon
802, a brightness adjustment icon 805, and a clear icon
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806, which are outputted on a lower end of the see-
through part 80, may be outputted. Particularly, in the
state in which the display light 68 is turned on, although
the display 62 is turned on, the other area except for the
main menu icon 802, the brightness adjustment icon 805,
and the clear icon 806 may output an empty screen and
thus may not affect the transparency of the see-through
part 80. Also, in an embodiment, the image 801 is not
limited to a picture, a photograph, and the like, and in-
cludes an image, a text, and the like, which is capable of
being displayed through the display 62 as well as the
photograph.
[0288] Alternatively, as illustrated in the drawings, the
output of the image 801 may be outputted on the screen
in even the first state 81. Also, since the display light 68
is turned off, the image 801 on the output screen may be
unclear when compared with that in the second state 82.
Thus, in the first state, information of food may be sup-
plementarily displayed through the image 801 in the state
in which the confirmation of the food stored in the door
storage space 41 is main.
[0289] Also, if the operation of the transparent panel
assembly 60 is capable of being manipulated by the ma-
nipulation input unit 16, the display light 68 and the dis-
play 62 may be turned off in the first state 81, and thus,
the main menu icon 802 may not be outputted.
[0290] In an embodiment, it is not limited that the door
light 57 is disposed in the refrigerating compartment door
20. For example, the door light 57 may be disposed in
the refrigerator 1.
[0291] Also, when one light 57 or 121 of the door light
57 and the interior light 121 is provided, the display 62
may be turned on, the display light 68 may be turned off,
and the lights 57 and 121 may be turned on in the first
state 81. In the second state, all the display 62, the display
light 68, and the lights 57 and 121 may be turned on.
Also, in the third state 83, the display 62 and the display
light 68 may be turned on, and the lights 57 and 121 may
be turned off. Also, in the fourth state 84, the display 62
may be turned on, the display light 68 may be turned off,
and the lights 57 and 121 may be turned on. Also, in the
fifth state, all the display 62, the display light 68, and the
lights 57 and 121 may be turned off.
[0292] In the second state 82 of FIG. 21B, the inside
of the door storage space 41 may be seen to the user,
and the image 801 may be outputted on the screen. Thus,
the see-through part 80 may have a transparency less
than that in the first state 81, and the image 801 may
have a transparency greater than that in the second state
82. As described above, the second state 82 may be a
semi-transparent state. Here, the see-through part 80
may be called a second screen.
[0293] In the second state 82, the door light 57 may be
turned on to brighten the door storage space 41, and
thus, the rear side of the transparent panel assembly 60
may be brightened up. Thus, when the see-through part
80 is viewed from the outside of the refrigerator 1, the
inside of the door storage space 41 may be seen.

[0294] Also, in the second state 82, the interior light
121 may be turned off. In the second state 82, when the
door storage space 41, i.e., the rear side of the transpar-
ent panel assembly 60 is excessively brightened up, the
image 801 outputted on the display 62 may not be well
identified. The interior light 121 may be turned on if it
intends that the image 801 to be outputted is seen to be
recognizable or to more clearly show the door storage
space 41.
[0295] Also, in the second state 82, the display light 68
may be turned on, and the display 62 may also be turned
on. When the display light 68 and the display 62 are
turned on, information outputted through the transparent
panel assembly 60, i.e., the image 801 may be seen to
the user. That is, in the second state 82, the inside of the
door storage space 41 may be confirmed, and simulta-
neously, the image 801 outputted through the display 62
may be confirmed.
[0296] In the second state 82, the image 801 outputted
through the display 62 may not be well seen when com-
pared with that in the first state 81. Thus, the user may
preferentially recognize the screen outputted through the
see-through part 80 rather than the confirmation of the
food, which is seen through the door storage space 41.
That is, the second state 82 may be selected to be used
when the user outputs the screen through the see-
through part 80 and schematically confirms food within
the door storage space 41.
[0297] A difference between the first state 81 and the
second state 82, which are seen through the see-through
part 80, may include a difference between the brightness
within the door storage space 41 and the transparency
of the see-through part 80 and a difference in transpar-
ency of the image outputted through the display 62. Thus,
the first and second states 81 and 82 may be selectively
utilized.
[0298] In the third state 83 of FIG. 21C, an image 801
may be outputted to transmit information to the user
through the see-through part 80. In the third state, since
the see-through part is in an opaque state, the inside of
the door storage space is almost invisible unless it is in
a very close position. As described above, the second
state 82 may be in the opaque state. Here, the see-
through part 80 may be called a third screen.
[0299] In the second state 82, the door light 57 may be
turned off to get dark the door storage space 41. Thus,
when the see-through part 80 is viewed from the outside
of the refrigerator 1, the inside of the door storage space
41 may not be seen. Also, the interior light 121 may also
be turned off, and thus, the door storage space 41 may
not be well seen.
[0300] Also, in the third state 83, the display light 68
may be turned on, and the display 62 may also be turned
on. When the display light 68 and the display 62 are
turned on, information outputted through the transparent
panel assembly 60, i.e., the image 801 may be seen to
the user.
[0301] In the third state 83, since the door light and the
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interior light 121 are turned off, only the image 801 out-
putted through the display 62 may be seen through the
see-through part 80. Here, the image 801 seen through
the see-through part 80 may be in the clearest state when
compared with those in the first state 81 and the second
state 82. Also, the door storage space 41 may get dark,
and the see-through part 80 may be in the opaquest state.
[0302] The fourth state of FIG. 21D may be a state
which is a screen used to be limited when the right door
22 in which the see-through part 80 is provided is opened
and in which, when the user opens the right door 22,
information is capable of being transmitted while prevent-
ing the user from glaring. As described above, in the sec-
ond state 82, the see-through part 80 may be called the
second screen.
[0303] In the fourth state 84, when the right door 22 is
opened in the state in which the screen is outputted
through the display 62, the user may feel the glare by the
door light 57 or the display light 68 of the right door 22.
Thus, the door light 57 and the display light 68 may be
turned off. Also, the information outputted through the
display 62 may be maintained to allow the user to confirm
the information through the display 62.
[0304] Here, minimum light that is enough to show the
image 801 outputted through the display 62 may be pro-
vided through the turn-on of the interior light 121, and the
interior light 121 may serve as a backlight of the display
62. Thus, the image 801 seen through the see-through
part 80 may be in the most unclear state when compared
with those in the first state 81, the second state 82, and
the third state 83. Here, since the user approaches the
refrigerator 1 to open the right door 22, it is difficult to
acquire the information through the see-through part 80.
This state may be most useful in a situation in which
accommodating food while confirming the information
outputted through the see-through part 80, for example,
a situation in which the food is taken out while viewing
recipe.
[0305] The fifth state 85 of FIG. 21E is in the opaquest
state of the see-through part 80 when compared with the
previous state. Here, all the interior light 121, the door
light 57, the display light 68, and the display 62 are turned
off. As described above, in the fifth state 85, the see-
through part 80 may be called a fifth screen.
[0306] In the fifth state, the see-through part 80 is in
the darkest state in the state in which the refrigerator 1
is not used. Thus, the output of the screen through the
see-through part 80 and the viewing of the inside of the
door storage space 41 are not performed. Also, in the
fifth state 85, an area of the see-through part 80 is dis-
played with a black color, and thus, it is difficult to identify
the interior of the refrigerator 1.
[0307] In the state in which the user does not the re-
frigerator 1, the see-through part 80 may generally op-
erate to standby in the fifth state 85. When the user ma-
nipulates the manipulation input unit 16, the state may
be converted into the first to fourth states 81 to 84.
[0308] The first state 81 and the second state 82 in

which the interior of the refrigerator 1 is seen may be
called a transparent state. Here, the transparent state
means a state in which the interior of the refrigerator 1
is seen somewhat through the see-through part and also
is not defined as only the completely transparent state.
[0309] In the first state 81 and the second state 82, the
viewing and information of the interior of the refrigerator
1 may be enabled at the same time. That is, usability may
be maximized, and thus, the first and second states may
be called a see-through screen state or a "smart in-
staview" state.
[0310] Also, the fifth state in which the viewing of the
interior of the refrigerator 1 is difficult may be called an
opaque state. Here, the opaque state may mean a state
in which the interior of the refrigerator 1 is not well seen
when the see-through part 80 is viewed at a general use
distance of the refrigerator 1 and also may not be defined
as only the completely opaque state. That is, in the
opaque state, when the user sees the see-through part
80, food accommodated in the door storage space 41
inside the refrigerator 1 is not well seen. Also, the opaque
state may further include the third state 83.
[0311] The first state 81, the second state 82, the third
state 83, and the fourth state 84, in which the screen is
outputted through the see-through part 80, may be called
an output state or a turn-on state. The fifth state in which
the screen is not outputted through the see-through part
80 may be called a non-output state or a turn-off state.
[0312] In the first state 81 and the second state 82, the
viewing and information of the interior of the refrigerator
1 may be enabled at the same time. That is, usability may
be maximized, and thus, the first and second states may
be called a see-through screen state or a "smart in-
staview" state.
[0313] Hereinafter, various examples of a process of
converting the state of the see-through part 80 according
to the situations or user’s manipulation will be described
with reference to the accompanying drawings.
[0314] FIG. 23 is a view sequentially illustrating an ex-
ample in which the see-through part is turned on in the
turn-off state.
[0315] As illustrated in the drawing, in the refrigerator
1 according to this embodiment, the see-through part 80
before the user’s manipulation may standby in the fifth
state.
[0316] Also, the user may input the manipulation into
the refrigerator 1 through the manipulation input unit 16.
Here, the manipulation of the manipulation input unit 16
may be performed through the proximity detection sensor
161, the motion detection sensor 162, the microphone
163, the knock detection device 164, the vision sensor
165, and the manipulation part 166. Alternatively, a front
surface of the transparent panel assembly 60 may be
touched to input the manipulation.
[0317] When the user’s manipulation is inputted, the
see-through part 80 may output a screen of the third state
83. In the third state 83, various pieces of information
may be transmitted through the see-through part 80, and
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information that is capable of being confirmed by the user
may be outputted in the state in which the interior of the
refrigerator 1 is opaque.
[0318] That is, when the user does not confirm the in-
side of the door storage space 41 but confirm the infor-
mation that is capable of being outputted through the
see-through part 80, the manipulation input unit 16 may
be manipulated to convert the fifth state 85 into the third
state 83.
[0319] Also, the user may manipulate the transparent
panel assembly 60 to perform the next operation.
[0320] FIG. 24 is a view sequentially illustrating anoth-
er example in which the see-through part is turned on in
the turn-off state.
[0321] As illustrated in the drawing, in the refrigerator
1 according to this embodiment, the see-through part 80
before the user’s manipulation may standby in the fifth
state.
[0322] Also, the user may input the manipulation into
the refrigerator 1 through the manipulation input unit 16.
Here, the manipulation of the manipulation input unit 16
may be performed through the proximity detection sensor
161, the motion detection sensor 162, the microphone
163, the knock detection device 164, the vision sensor
165, and the manipulation part 166. Alternatively, a front
surface of the transparent panel assembly 60 may be
touched to input the manipulation.
[0323] When the user’s manipulation is inputted, the
see-through part 80 may become the first state 81. The
first state 81 may be a state in which the door storage
space 41 is most clearly seen. Here, the user may acti-
vate the see-through part 80 and simultaneously accu-
rately confirm the door storage space 41.
[0324] That is, if the user intends to only confirm the
door storage space 41, the see-through part 80 may be
converted from the fifth state into the first state 81. Also,
the user may manipulate the transparent panel assembly
60 to perform the next process.
[0325] FIG. 25 is a view sequentially illustrating further
another example in which the see-through part is turned
on in the turn-off state.
[0326] As illustrated in the drawing, in the refrigerator
1 according to this embodiment, the see-through part 80
before the user’s manipulation may standby in the fifth
state.
[0327] Also, the user may input the manipulation into
the refrigerator 1 through the manipulation input unit 16.
Here, the manipulation of the manipulation input unit 16
may be performed through the proximity detection sensor
161, the motion detection sensor 162, the microphone
163, the knock detection device 164, the vision sensor
165, and the manipulation part 166. Alternatively, a front
surface of the transparent panel assembly 80 may be
touched to input the manipulation.
[0328] When the user’s manipulation is inputted, the
see-through part 80 may become the second state 82.
The second state 82 may be a state in which the door
storage space 41 is seen somewhat, and simultaneously,

the screen is outputted through the see-through part 80.
[0329] That is, if the user intends to confirm the door
storage space 41 and obtain the output information, the
see-through part 80 may be converted from the fifth state
into the second state 82. Also, the user may manipulate
the transparent panel assembly 60 to perform the next
process.
[0330] As illustrated in FIGS. 23 to 25, the user may
selectively activate the see-through part 80 through the
manipulation input unit 16 from the fifth state 85 that is
the standby state into the first state 81, the second state
82, and the third state 83. For this, in the manipulation
input unit 16, an input condition matching each state may
be set. Thus, the user may manipulate the manipulation
input unit 16 according to the corresponding condition.
Alternatively, the see-through part 80 may be set to be
activated to be converted from the fifth state 85 to one
of the first state 81 or third state or to the third state 83
through the setting. When the input of the manipulation
input unit 16 is confirmed, the see-through part 80 may
be converted to the set state.
[0331] FIG. 26 is a view sequentially illustrating further
another example in which the see-through part is turned
on the turn-off state.
[0332] As illustrated in the drawing, in the refrigerator
1 according to this embodiment, the see-through part 80
before the user’s manipulation may standby in the fifth
state.
[0333] Also, if information or alert to be transmitted to
the user exists even though the user does not manipulate
a specific manipulation, the state may be converted into
an output state in which the information is transmitted
through the see-through part 80 in the fifth state 85 re-
gardless of the intention of the user, i.e., the first state
81, the second state 82, or the third state 83.
[0334] Here, a state in which the user is located at a
set distance or region may be detected, and then the
see-through part 80 may be converted in state. Here, the
set distance or region may mean a faraway state unlike
the distance and region by which the user approaches
the refrigerator 1 to use the refrigerator 1, i.e., a distance
of information in which the user is capable of seeing the
refrigerator 1, for example, a distance and region in which
the user is located in an indoor space.
[0335] The see-through part 80 is converted from the
fifth state 85 into the output state, and then a sound is
outputted through the user’s mobile device 8. As a result,
the user may grasp the information by heating the sound
outputted from the user’s mobile device even though the
user does not directly see the refrigerator 1 or is doing
something else or be induced to approach the front of
the refrigerator 1. Also, the alert may be outputted
through the see-through part 80 and transmitted to the
user’s mobile device 8 disposed at a remote place. In
addition, the user and the indoor user may share the in-
formation or communicate with each other.
[0336] FIG. 27 is a view sequentially illustrating further
another example in which the see-through part is turned
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on in the turn-off state.
[0337] As illustrated in the drawing, in the refrigerator
1 according to this embodiment, the see-through part 80
before the user’s manipulation may standby in the fifth
state.
[0338] Also, the user may input the manipulation into
the refrigerator 1 through the manipulation input unit 16.
Here, the manipulation of the manipulation input unit 16
may be performed through the proximity detection sensor
161, the motion detection sensor 162, the microphone
163, the knock detection device 164, the vision sensor
165, and the manipulation part 166. Alternatively, a front
surface of the transparent panel assembly 60 may be
touched to input the manipulation.
[0339] When the user’s manipulation is inputted, the
see-through part 80 may output a screen of the sixth state
86. The sixth state 86 may the same state as the third
state 83. However, a set screen may be outputted.
[0340] Here, the set screen may be operation informa-
tion such as weather information, news, a temperature
of the refrigerator, and the like, and output the information
set in the sixth state 86 in the state in which the interior
of the refrigerator is opaque as in the third state 83.
[0341] Particularly, when the see-through part 80 is
turned on in the fifth state 85, if it is reluctant to expose
the door storage space that is in dirty state, the state may
be converted into a visible state via the sixth state 86.
[0342] Thus, when the fifth state 85 is converted into
the sixth state 86, the sixth state 86 may be manipulated
to be converted into the first state 81 or the third state 83
by user’s selection. The manipulation may be performed
through the manipulation input unit 16 but may be pref-
erably performed through the touch manipulation of the
transparent panel assembly 60.
[0343] For example, if the user intends to clearly con-
firm the door storage space 41 in the sixth state 86, the
transparent panel assembly 60 may be touched or
dragged, or the number of times of knocks may be ad-
justed to convert the sixth state 86 into the first state 81.
[0344] Also, when it is required to confirm the informa-
tion through the see-through part 80 rather than the con-
firmation of the door storage space 41 or confirm the door
storage space 41 and confirm the information outputted
through the see-through part 80 in the sixth state 86, the
transparent panel assembly 60 may be touched or
dragged in a different manner, or the number of times of
knocks may be adjusted to convert the sixth state 86 into
the second state 82.
[0345] As described above, the sixth state 86 may be
referred to as a glance state 68 in which simple informa-
tion displayed when changed to another screen or at the
moment when the see-through part 80 is turned on.
[0346] The glance state 86 may perform a function
such as a basic wallpaper or a start standby screen, and
the user may confirm the basic information through the
see-through part 80 of the glance state 86. Here, the
basic information may be displayed at a glance without
additional operations such as weather, news, other no-

tifications, operation information of the refrigerator, or in-
formation to be delivered to the user before use of the
refrigerator.
[0347] Particularly, when the refrigerator 1 is connect-
ed to a server or a plurality of other home appliances
through a network as illustrated in FIG 15 or 16, informa-
tion of the server 2 and alert information from other home
appliances may be outputted in the glance state 86.
[0348] Also, the glance state 86 may be a state in which
the display 62 is outputted in the state in which the see-
through part 80 is opaque, and thus, the interior of the
refrigerator 1 may be seen through the see-through part
80. Also, the basic information and the information
grasped at the moment, which are outputted when the
user opens or closes the door 24, or when the see-
through part 80 is initially activated may be outputted to
the user.
[0349] Particularly, when the see-through part 80 is
turned on, the state may be converted into the glance
state. Here, the operation state of the refrigerator 1 and
the information to be intended to be transmitted first to
the user may be transmitted prior to the viewing of the
interior of the refrigerator 1, and then, the interior of the
refrigerator 1 may be changed into the visible state
through the manipulation of the user in the glance state.
[0350] The moment at which the see-through part is
activated or the moment at which the refrigerating com-
partment door 20 is opened and closed may be a state
in which the user approaches the refrigerator 1. Here,
since the see-through part 80 is seen, the state may be
converted into the glance state so that the basic operation
information of the refrigerator 1 or the set specific infor-
mation may be shown.
[0351] FIG. 28 is a view sequentially illustrating a state
change when one refrigerating compartment door is
closed after being opened in the state in which the see-
through part is turned off. Also, FIG. 29 is a view illus-
trating a state change when the other refrigerating com-
partment door is closed after being opened in the state
in which the see-through part is turned off.
[0352] As illustrated in the drawing, in the refrigerator
1 according to this embodiment, the see-through part 80
before the user’s manipulation may standby in the fifth
state.
[0353] In this state, the user may open the left or right
refrigerating compartment door 20 to accommodate
food. When the food is completely accommodated, the
refrigerating compartment door 20 is closed. The see-
through part 80 may be maintained in the fifth state 85
in the state in which the refrigerating compartment door
20 is opened. Also, the see-through part 80 may be con-
verted from the fifth state 85 to the sixth state 86 at the
moment at which the refrigerating compartment door 20
is closed.
[0354] The sixth state 86 may be the above-described
glance state. Here, the preset information may be trans-
mitted to the user.
[0355] Also, the see-through part 80 may be converted
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from the fifth state 85 to the third state 83 at the moment
at which the refrigerating compartment door 20 is closed
after being opened. In this case, the see-through part 80
may output a specific alert occurring when the refrigerator
operates or an alert designated by the user to the user
in the third state 83. Particularly, when the right door 22
of the refrigerating compartment door 20 is closed after
being opened, since the interior of the refrigerator is al-
ways confirmed by opening the right door 22, it is unnec-
essary to convert the state of the see-through part again
into the visible state. Thus, the state may be converted
into the sixth state 86 or the third state 83 in which the
information is transmitted in the opaque state.
[0356] Also, if additional manipulation of the user is not
performed after being converted into the sixth state 86
and the third state 83, the see-through part may be con-
verted into the fifth state 85 to become the standby state.
[0357] FIG. 30 is a view sequentially illustrating a state
change when a freezing compartment door is closed after
being opened in the state in which the see-through part
is turned off. Also, FIG. 31 is a view sequentially illustrat-
ing a state change when the freezing compartment door
is closed after being opened in the state in which the see-
through part is turned on.
[0358] As illustrated in the drawing, in the refrigerator
1 according to this embodiment, the see-through part 80
stands by to a state such as the fifth state 85 before the
user’s manipulation. When the user manipulates the see-
through part 80, the see-through part may become one
of the first state 81, the second state 82, the third start,
and the sixth state.
[0359] In the above-described state, the user opens
and closes the freezing compartment 13 to accommo-
date food into the freezing compartment 13. However,
when the freezing compartment 13 is opened and closed,
the see-through part 80 may be maintained in the previ-
ous state.
[0360] That is, although the freezing compartment 13
is opened and closed, the see-through part 80 is not
changed in state. When the see-through part 80 is in the
fifth state 85, the fifth state 86 may be maintained. When
the see-through part 80 is in one of the first state 81, the
second state 82, the third state 83, and the sixth state
86, the state may be maintained.
[0361] As illustrated in FIG. 30, when the see-through
part 80 is in the fifth state 85, and the freezing compart-
ment door 30 is in the closed state, if the user closes the
freezing compartment door 30 after the freezing com-
partment door 30 is opened, the see-through part 80 may
be in the sixth state 86 and the third state 83 to transmit
information to the user. When the user approaches the
refrigerator 1, the information may be easily transmitted.
Thus, although the freezing compartment door 30 is
opened, since the user approaches the refrigerator 1, the
sixth state 86 or the third state 83 in which the basic
operation information or various alerts of the refrigerator
1 are provided to the user may be outputted.
[0362] FIG. 32 is a view sequentially illustrating a state

change according to whether a set time elapses in the
see-through part is turned on.
[0363] As illustrated in the drawing, in the refrigerator
according to an embodiment, the see-through part 80
may be activated by the manipulation of the user to allow
the see-through part 80 to become one of the first state
81, the second state 82, the third state 83, and the sixth
state 86.
[0364] In this state, the user may manipulate the trans-
parent panel assembly 60 to utilize the see-through part
80 through the conversion of the state or the screen ma-
nipulation. Here, the screen state of the see-through part
80 may be activated to be continuously maintained in the
previous state as long as the manipulation of the trans-
parent panel assembly 60 is continuously performed
within the set time.
[0365] Also, when the manipulation of the transparent
panel assembly 60 is not performed for the set time (for
example, about 15 seconds) in the state in which the see-
through part 80 is activated, the see-through part 80 may
be automatically converted for power saving. Alternative-
ly, the set time may vary as necessary.
[0366] Also, when the see-through part 80 is turned off
like the fifth state 85, the see-through part 80 may be
activated again through the manipulation of the manipu-
lation input unit 16 or the manipulation of the transparent
panel assembly 60.
[0367] Here, when the see-through part 80 is activated
again within the set time (for example, about 5 seconds)
after the see-through part 80 is turned off, the state before
the see-through part 80 is turned off may be outputted.
[0368] FIG. 33 is a view sequentially illustrating a state
change when one refrigerating compartment door is
closed after being opened in the state in which the see-
through part is turned on. Also, FIG. 34 is a view sequen-
tially illustrating a state change when the other refriger-
ating compartment door is closed after being opened in
the state in which the see-through part is turned on.
[0369] As illustrated in the drawing, in the refrigerator
1 according to this embodiment, the see-through part 80
stands by to a state such as the fifth state 85 before the
user’s manipulation. When the user manipulates the see-
through part 80, the see-through part may become one
of the first state 81, the second state 82, the third start,
and the sixth state.
[0370] In this state, the user may manipulate the trans-
parent panel assembly 60 to utilize the see-through part
80 through the conversion of the state or the screen ma-
nipulation.
[0371] Also, when the see-through part 80 is activated
in one of the first state 81, the second state 82, the third
state 83, and the sixth state 86, the user may open the
refrigerating compartment door 20.
[0372] Although the refrigerating compartment door 20
is opened, the see-through part 80 may be maintained
in the previous state as ever, and the user may confirm
the information and see the interior of the refrigerator 1
through the see-through part 80. Particularly, an opera-
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tion of taking the food in or out while confirming the scree
outputted on the see-through part 80 may be performed.
[0373] In the state in which the see-through part 80 is
activated, when the refrigerating compartment door 20
is opened, even though the set time (for example, about
15 seconds) elapses without performing separate ma-
nipulation on the transparent panel assembly 60, the pre-
vious screen state may be continuously maintained in
the state in which the see-through part 80 is continuously
activated. Here, even though the left door 21 or the right
door 22 of the refrigerating compartment door 20 is
opened, the see-through part 80 may be maintained in
state. Although not shown, when all the left door 21 and
the right door 22 are opened, the see-through part 80
may be maintained in the just previous state.
[0374] In the state in which the see-through part 80 is
activated to become the state in which the information is
outputted, the user may open the refrigerating compart-
ment door 20 to accommodate the food. Here, the user
may accommodate the food while seeing the activated
see-through part 80 or manipulating the transparent pan-
el assembly 60.
[0375] When the food is completely accommodated,
the user may close the refrigerating compartment door
20. Even though the refrigerating compartment door 20
is closed, the see-through part 80 may be in the activated
state as ever and be maintained in the previous state.
[0376] Int this state, the user may then manipulate the
transparent panel assembly 60 and convert the screen
state or change the outputted screen.
[0377] On other hand, in the state in which the refrig-
erating compartment door 20 is closed, and the see-
through part 80 is activated as ever to be maintained in
the previous state, when the set time elapses without
performing separate manipulation by the user, the see-
through part 80 may be converted into the fifth state 85,
and the see-through part 80 may be in the turn-off state.
[0378] FIG. 35 is a view sequentially illustrating a state
change when the main door of the refrigerating compart-
ment door is closed after being opened in the state in
which the see-through part is turned on.
[0379] As illustrated in the drawing, in the refrigerator
according to an embodiment, the see-through part 80
may be activated by the manipulation of the user to allow
the see-through part 80 to become one of the first state
81, the second state 82, and the third state 83. In this
state, the user may manipulate the transparent panel as-
sembly 60 to utilize the see-through part 80 through the
conversion of the state or the screen manipulation.
[0380] In this state, the main door 50 of the main door
50 and the sub-door 50 to which the see-through part 80
is disposed may be opened. The main door 50 may be
opened to accommodate the food in the refrigerating
compartment 12.
[0381] Also, in the state in which the main door 50 is
opened, the see-through part 80 may become the fourth
state 84 or the third state 83. In the fourth state 84 or the
third state 83, the door light 57 may be turned off to pre-

vent the user from glaring by the door light 57 exposed
when the user opens the main door 50.
[0382] That is, the door light 57 may be disposed on
the rear surface of the main door 50 or each of both left
and right sides of the main door 50. In the state in which
the main door 50 is opened, the door light 57 may be
directly exposed to the user. Thus, since the fourth state
84 or the third state 83, in which the door light 57 is turned
off, is realized, even though the user opens the main door
50, the glare of the user may be prevented.
[0383] Also, when the main door 50 is opened, the see-
through part 80 may become the fourth state 84 or the
third state 83 to output the information through the see-
through part 80 as ever, and the user may conform the
information through the see-through part 80. That is, the
food may be accommodated in the refrigerating compart-
ment 12, and simultaneously, the information may be
confirmed through the see-through part 80.
[0384] For example, the user may confirm recipe by
allowing the see-through part 80 to become the third state
so as to see desired recipe in the state in which the user
closes the refrigerating compartment door 20.
[0385] Also, when the necessary material is stored in
the refrigerating compartment 12, the main door 50 may
be opened to take out the food within the refrigerating
compartment 12. In this process, the see-through part
80 may become the fourth state 84 or the third state 83
to allow the user to continuously take out the foods while
confirming the see-through part 80. Here, in the state in
which the main door 50 is opened, the door light 57 may
be turned off, and the interior light 121 may be turned on.
Thus, the user may accommodate the food without feel-
ing the glare due to the door light 57.
[0386] When the desired food is completely taken out
from the refrigerating compartment 12, the main door 50
may be closed. When the main door 50 is closed, the
door light 57 may be turned on, and then, the just previous
screen may be more brightened and clear. Thus, the user
may cook the food while confirming the scree outputted
through the see-through part 80. Also, here, although the
set time elapses, additional setting may be further per-
formed so that the see-through part 80 is not converted
into the fifth state 85 but maintained in the third state.
[0387] When the main door 50 is closed, it may be de-
termined that the confirmation of the recipe is no longer
required because all necessary articles are taken out.
Here, the see-through part 80 may be converted into the
first state 81, the second state 82, and the third state to
output the same screen as the previous state.
[0388] FIG. 36 is a view sequentially illustrating a state
change when the sub-door of the refrigerating compart-
ment door is closed after being opened in the state in
which the see-through part is turned on.
[0389] As illustrated in the drawing, in the refrigerator
according to an embodiment, the see-through part 80
may be activated by the manipulation of the user to allow
the see-through part 80 to become one of the first state
81, the second state 82, and the third state 83. In this
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state, the user may manipulate the transparent panel as-
sembly 60 to utilize the see-through part 80 through the
conversion of the state or the screen manipulation.
[0390] In this state, the sub-door 50 of the main door
50 and the sub-door 50 to which the see-through part 80
is disposed may be opened. The food may be accom-
modated into the door storage space 41 through the
opening of the sub-door 50.
[0391] Also, in the state in which the sub-door 50 is
opened, the see-through part 80 may become the fourth
state 84. The fourth state 84 may be a state in which the
door light 57 and the display light are turn off. Here, the
glare of the user due to the door light 57 and the display
light 68, which are exposed when the user opens the
main door 50, may be prevented.
[0392] That is, the display light 68 may be provided in
the transparent panel assembly 60. When the rear sur-
face of the sub-door 50 is exposed due to the opening
of the sub-door 50, the display light 68 may be directly
exposed to the user through the rear surface of the sub-
door 50. Thus, since the fourth state 84, in which the door
light 68 is turned off, is realized, even though the user
opens the sub-door 50, the glare of the user may be pre-
vented.
[0393] When the sub-door 50 is opened, the door light
57 may be also directly exposed to the user to cause the
glare of the user. Thus, the door light 57 may be turned off.
[0394] On the other hand, the interior light 121 may be
turned on to indirectly brighten the door storage space
41 so that the user easily accommodates the food into
the door storage space 41. In addition, the interior light
121 may serve as a light source that brightens somewhat
the screen of the display 62 that is turned on in the fourth
state 84.
[0395] Thus, when the sub-door 50 is opened, the see-
through part 80 may become the fourth state 84 to output
the information through the see-through part 80 as ever,
and the user may conform the information through the
see-through part 80. That is, the food may be accommo-
dated in the door storage space 41, and simultaneously,
the information may be confirmed through the see-
through part 80.
[0396] For example, the user may confirm recipe by
allowing the see-through part 80 to become the third state
so as to see desired recipe in the state in which the user
closes the refrigerating compartment door 20.
[0397] Also, when the necessary material is stored in
the door storage space 41, the sub-door 50 may be
opened to take out the food within the door storage space
41. In this process, the see-through part 80 may become
the fourth state 84 to allow the user to continuously take
out the foods while confirming the see-through part 80.
Here, in the state in which the sub-door 50 is opened,
the display light 68 may be turned off. Thus, the user may
accommodate the food without feeling the glare due to
the display light 68.
[0398] When the desired food is completely taken out
from the refrigerating compartment 12, the sub-door 50

may be closed. When the sub-door 50 is closed, the dis-
play light 68 may be turned on, and then, the just previous
screen may be more brightened and clear. Thus, the user
may cook the food while confirming the scree outputted
through the see-through part 80.
[0399] FIG. 37 is a view sequentially illustrating a state
change when the refrigerating compartment door is
closed after the user’s manipulation in the state in which
the refrigerating compartment door is opened, and the
see-through part is turned off.
[0400] As illustrated in the drawings, in an embodi-
ment, in the state in which the right door 22, to which the
see-through part 80 is provided, of the refrigerating com-
partment door 20 including the left door 21 and the right
door 22 is opened, the see-through part may become the
fifth state 85.
[0401] Also, the user may need to open the right door
22 and confirm the see-through part 80 while accommo-
dating the food. In this case, when the user taps or touch-
es the front surface of the see-through part 80, the see-
through part may be turned on in the state of being
opened like the fifth state 85.
[0402] That is, in the state in which the right door 22 is
opened, the see-through part 80 may be activated from
the fifth state 85 to one of the first state 81, the second
state 82, the third state 83, and the fourth state 84 by the
manipulation of the user.
[0403] Thus, when the user intends to confirm or edit
the information through the see-through part 80 while the
food is accommodated in the refrigerating compartment
12 or the door storage space 41, the transparent panel
assembly 60 may be manipulated to activate the see-
through part 80.
[0404] When the food is completely accommodated in
the refrigerating compartment 12 and the door storage
space 41, the user may close the right door 22. When
the right door 22 is closed, the see-through part 80 may
become one of the first state 81, the second state 82,
and the third state 83. When the right door 22 is opened,
the outputted screen information may be maintained as
it is.
[0405] FIG. 38 is a view sequentially illustrating a state
change according to whether the set time elapses when
the refrigerating compartment door is closed after the
user’s manipulation in the state in which the refrigerating
compartment door is opened, and the see-through part
is turned off.
[0406] As illustrated in the drawing, according to an
embodiment, in the state in which the left door 21 and/or
the right door 22 are/is opened, the see-through part 80
may become the fifth state 85.
[0407] Also, the user may need to open the left door
21 and/or right door 22 and confirm the see-through part
80 while accommodating the food. In this case, when the
user taps or touches the front surface of the see-through
part 80, the see-through part may be turned on in the
state of being opened like the fifth state 85. That is, in
the state in which the right door 22 is opened, the see-
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through part 80 may be activated from the fifth state 85
to one of the first state 81, the second state 82, the third
state 83, and the fourth state 84 by the manipulation of
the user.
[0408] Thus, when the user intends to confirm or edit
the information through the see-through part 80 while the
food is accommodated in the refrigerating compartment
12 or the door storage space 41, the transparent panel
assembly 60 may be manipulated to activate the see-
through part 80.
[0409] In the state in which the user manipulates the
transparent panel assembly 60 to activate the see-
through part 80, when the set time (for example, about
1 minute) elapses without performing additional manip-
ulation, all the left door 21 and the right door 22 may be
closed to allow the see-through part 80 to become the
sixth state 86.
[0410] That is, in the state in which the refrigerating
compartment door 20 is opened, when the user does not
manipulate the see-through part 80 for the set time be-
cause all the operations through the see-through part 80
are completed, it is determined that the confirmation of
the information through the see-through part 80 is fin-
ished, and thus, the see-through part 80 is converted into
the sixth state 86.
[0411] On the other hand, in the state in which the user
manipulates the transparent panel assembly 60 to acti-
vate the see-through part 80, when all the left door 21
and the right door 22 are closed in the state in which the
set time (for example, about 1 minute) does not elapse
from the final manipulation, the see-through part 80 may
become the first state 81, the second state 82, and the
third state 83 to output the same screen as that when the
left door 21 or the right door 22 is opened.
[0412] That is, in the refrigerating compartment door
20 is opened, it is determined that the set time does not
elapse after the user manipulates the see-through part
80, and thus, the all the operations are not completed,
the just previous screen may be continuously displayed
through the see-through part 80.
[0413] For example, in the state in which the refriger-
ating compartment door 20 is opened, when the refrig-
erating compartment door 20 is closed in the state in
which the set time does not elapse while confirming the
recipe by converting the see-through part 80 into the turn-
on state by the user, the see-through part 80 may be
maintained in the screen state in which the recipe is out-
putted as ever.
[0414] FIG. 39 is a view sequentially illustrating a state
change of the see-through part according to whether the
set time elapses.
[0415] As illustrated in the drawing, when the user’s
manipulation is not performed until the set time (for ex-
ample, about 15 seconds) elapses in the state in which
the see-through part 80 according to an embodiment is
in one of the first state 81, the second state 82, the third
state 83, the fourth state 84, and the sixth state 86 except
for the fifth state 85, the see-through part 80 may become

the fifth state 85 in which the see-through part 80 is turned
off.
[0416] Also, when the user’s manipulation is inputted
again within the set time (for example, about 5 minutes)
after the see-through part 80 becomes the fifth state 85,
the see-through part 80 returns to the state in which the
final screen state is displayed. That is, the operation per-
formed in the previous state may be continuously per-
formed, or the previous information may be continuously
confirmed.
[0417] On the other hand, after the see-through part
80 becomes the fifth state 85, when the user’s manipu-
lation is inputted after the set time (for example, about 5
minutes), the see-through part 80 is turned on again.
[0418] When the see-through part 80 is turned on
again, the see-through part 80 may become the sixth
state 86. When the refrigerator 1 is connected to the net-
work, in the sixth state, the information may be received
from the network to output information such as weather.
Alternatively, in the sixth state 86, the other information
received from the network that is set in the glance state
may be displayed.
[0419] When the user performs additional manipula-
tion in the state in which the see-through part 80 is con-
verted into the sixth state 86, the see-through part 80
may be converted into the first state 81 or the second
state 82.
[0420] Also, when the see-through part 80 is turned on
again, if the refrigerator 1 is not connected to the network,
the see-through part 80 may be converted into the smart
instaview sate, i.e., the first state 81 and the second state
82. That is, the see-through part 80 may be converted
into the first state 81 and the second state 82 to see the
door storage space 41 and output the screen through the
display 62 and thereby to stand by in the user’s manip-
ulation state.
[0421] FIG. 40 is a view sequentially illustrating a state
change according to the entire manipulation of the see-
through part.
[0422] As illustrated in the drawing, in the refrigerating
compartment door 20 is closed, the see-through part 80
may be converted into the sixth state 86 by the manipu-
lation input through the manipulation of the manipulation
input unit 16 of the user or the manipulation of the trans-
parent panel assembly 60 to transmit the information to
the user through the preset screen.
[0423] Also, when the user’s manipulation is addition-
ally inputted, the see-through part 80 may become the
first state 81 or the second state 82 to visualize the door
storage space 41 and output the screen.
[0424] Particularly, the main menu icon 802, the bright-
ness adjustment icon 805, and the clear icon 806 may
always outputted on the lower end of the see-through
part 80 by using the display 62. In the first state 81 or the
second state 82, the main menu icon 802, the brightness
adjustment icon 805, and the clear icon 806 may always
exposed so that the user manipulates the icons at any
time.
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[0425] When the main menu icon 802 is manipulated,
a main menu pop-up window is popped up, and a desired
menu may be selected through the main menu pop-up
window 804. When the desired menu is selected on the
main menu pop-up window 804, the screen of the see-
through part 80 may be converted into the selected
screen. The screen capable of being selected on the main
menu pop-up window 804 may be one screen in the first
state 81, the second state 82, and the third state 83. This
will be described below in more detail.
[0426] When any position, on which other output icons
are not displayed is pushed in the state in which the see-
through part 80 is outputted in the first state 81 or the
second state 82, is pushed, a situation menu pop-up win-
dow 803 may be popped up. Thus, a desired menu may
be selected through the situation menu pop-up window
803. When the desired menu is selected on the situation
menu pop-up window 803, the screen of the see-through
part 80 may be converted into the selected screen. The
screen capable of being selected on the situation menu
pop-up window 803 may be one screen in the first state
81, the second state 82, and the third state 83. This will
be described below in more detail.
[0427] When any position on which other output icons
are not displayed in the state in which the see-through
part 80 is outputted in the first state 81 or the second
state 82, is continuously pushed, the see-through part
80 may be converted from the first state 81 or the second
state 82 into a turn-off state, i.e., the fifth state 85.
[0428] Also, when the set time (for example, about 15
seconds) elapses without additional manipulation in the
first state 81, the second state 82, and the third state 83,
which are converted on the see-through part 80, the
screen of the see-through part 80 may be converted into
the turn-off state, i.e., the fifth state 85.
[0429] FIGS. 41A to 41E are views of a screen dis-
played when a situation menu is manipulated.
[0430] As illustrated in the drawing, when the situation
menu pop-up window 803 is manipulated, the screen of
the see-through part 80 may be one of the first state 81,
the second state 82, and the third state 83. Also, the
screens outputted on the situation menu pop-up window
802 relate to output icons 90 outputted on the screens in
the first state 81 and the second state 82. The icons may
be outputted in the form of labels, stickers, and the like
so that position manipulation movement of the user is
enabled, and the information is recorded and corrected.
[0431] In more detail, FIG. 41A is a sticker generation
screen 803a by which kinds and categories of the labels
or stickers, which are capable of being outputted through
the see-through part 80, are determined. Also, FIG. 41B
is a storage period generation screen 803b for outputting
a storage period of stored food. Also, FIG. 41C is a timer
period generation screen 803b for outputting a set time
alert. Also, FIG. 41D is a memo generation screen 803d
for outputting a text-based memo inputted by the user.
Also, FIG. 41E is a picture memo generation screen 803e
for outputting a picture-based memo inputted by the user.

[0432] FIGS. 42A to 41E are views of a screen dis-
played when a main menu is manipulated.
[0433] As illustrated in the drawing, when the main
menu pop-up window 804 is manipulated, the screen of
the see-through part 80 may become the third state 83.
Also, the screens outputted on the main menu pop-up
window 804 do not relate to generation and movement
of the output icons 90 outputted on the screens in the
first state 81 and the second state 82. The screens in-
clude screens on which the processing and operation are
mainly enabled in the third state 83.
[0434] In more detail, FIG. 42A is a panorama view
screen 804a, i.e., a screen for displaying and editing pho-
tographs of food within the refrigerator, which are photo-
graphed by an interior camera 115. Also, FIG. 42B is a
smart label screen 804b, i.e., a screen on which the entire
output icons 90 is listed and also is capable of being
edited and deleted. Also, FIG. 42C is a recipe selection
screen 804c, i.e., a screen on which a list of recipes ca-
pable of being outputted through the see-through part is
displayed and edited. Also, FIG. 42D is a shopping list
screen 804d, i.e., a screen on which a list to be shopped
is managed. Also, FIG. 42E is an Internet screen 804e,
i.e., a screen on which the user is accessible through an
Internet address.
[0435] FIG. 43 is a view illustrating a configuration of
a screen that is capable of being outputted and manipu-
lated in a visible state of the see-through part.
[0436] As illustrated in the drawing, an object to be
displayed when the see-through part 80 is in the first state
81 or the second state 82 may include the main menu
icon 802, the brightness adjustment icon 805, the clear
icon, and the output icons 90.
[0437] The main menu icon 902 may be always gen-
erated in the first state 81, the second state 82, the third
state 83, and the fourth state 84 to activate the main
menu pop-up window 804 through the user’s manipula-
tion.
[0438] Also, the brightness adjustment icon 805 may
adjust brightness of the screen displayed on the see-
through part 80. The clear icon 806 may collectively hide
or show the output icons displayed on the see-through
part 80. The brightness adjustment icon 805 and the clear
icon 806 will be described below in more detail.
[0439] The output icon 90 may include a label 91 on
which a kind of food, a storage period timer, and the like
are outputted in a circular shape, an image sticker 93 on
which a photograph image is outputted in the form of a
rectangular shape, and a memo sticker 92 constituted
by a picture memo or a text memo 921. Also, the output
icon 90 may move in position through the drag and also
be edited and deleted by the user’s selection.
[0440] Particularly, in the case of the label 91, the
shape of the icon is schematically displayed in a non-
manipulation state. However, when the label 91 is
pushed, specific information such as information on the
specific type of food, nutrition, recipe, date information
such as date of purchase, shelf life, shelf life, time of set
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timer and remaining time may be more particularly con-
firmed.
[0441] FIG. 44 is a view illustrating a state in which an
interior visualization level of the see-through part is ad-
justed. FIG. 45 is a view illustrating a state in which ac-
tivation of an output state in the see-through part is ad-
justed.
[0442] As illustrated in the drawing, when the see-
through part 80 is in the first state 81 and the second
state 82, the brightness adjustment icon 805 and the clear
icon 806 may be always exposed on the lower end or
any area of the see-through part 80.
[0443] The brightness adjustment icon 805 may indi-
cate a current brightness state, and the brightness or
transparency of the see-through part 80 may be adjusted
when the brightness adjustment icon 805 operates. For
example, as illustrated in FIG. 44, when the brightness
adjustment icon 805 is turned off, the see-through part
80 may be opaque somewhat like the second state 82.
Thus, the food stored in the door storage space 41 may
be seen only in silhouette.
[0444] In this state, when the brightness adjustment
icon 805 is manipulated, the display light 68 may be
turned off, and the see-through part 80 may increase in
transparency like the first state 81. Thus, the food stored
in the door storage space 41 may be more clearly seen.
Also, the see-through part 80 may be converted into the
first state 81, and the brightness adjustment icon 805
may be converted into the turn-on state. Thus, the user
may easily identify the food.
[0445] The brightness of the see-through part 80 may
be adjusted in multi stages, but two stages. In this case,
the brightness may be adjusted by selective combination
of the door light 57 and the interior light 121 or by adjusting
the door light 57 itself.
[0446] The clear icon 806 may collectively hide or dis-
play the output icons 90 displayed through the current
see-through part 80. For example, as illustrated in FIG.
14, when the clear icon 806 is turned off, all the output
icons 90 are hidden on the see-through part 80. Thus,
only the main menu icon 802, the brightness adjustment
icon 805, and the clear icon 806 may be outputted
through the see-through part 80. In this state, when it is
intended to confirm the inside of the door storage space
41 through the see-through part 80, if the stored food is
not well seen by being hidden by the output icons, this
case may be used.
[0447] Although the interrupted output icon 90 is
dragged to move in position, in the case in which the
output icons are too many, the output icons may be col-
lectively hidden, and then, the door storage space 41
may be confirmed. Then, the icons may be collectively
outputted again to their original potions so as to be con-
veniently used. Also, a case in which the see-through
part 80 is neatly seen may be used.
[0448] In this state, if it is intended to see the output
icons 90 again, the clear icon may be manipulated. When
the clear icon 806 is manipulated, the output icons 90

may be outputted again to the previous positions before
the output icons 90 are hidden. Also, the clear icon 806
may be converted into the turn-on state.
[0449] FIG. 46 is a view sequentially illustrating a state
in which the situation menu is manipulated through the
see-through part. FIG. 47 is a view illustrating a move-
ment manipulation state of a label displayed on the see-
through part. FIG. 48 is a view illustrating a deletion ma-
nipulation state of a label displayed on the see-through
part.
[0450] As illustrated in FIG. 46, when the see-through
part 80 is in the first state 81 or the second state 82, if
an any empty area of the see-through part 80 is pushed
for the set time (for example, about 1 second), the situ-
ation menu pop-up window 803 may be popped up, and
the user may select a desired menu through the situation
menu pop-up window 803.
[0451] Also, the storage period may be clicked to set
a storage period, and then, the storage period label 91
may be outputted on the see-through part 80. Also, when
the outputted label 91 is pushed again for the set time
(for example, about 1 second), the label 91 may be in an
editable state.
[0452] In this state, when the other empty area except
for the label 91 is pushed for the set time (for example,
about 1 second), the label 91 may be released from the
editable state.
[0453] Also, as illustrated in FIG. 47, when the label
91 displayed on the see-through part 80 is dragged in
the state of being pushed for the set time (for example,
about 1 second), the label 91 may move to the dragged
point. Thus, the user generates the label 91, and then,
the label 91 may move to a desired position.
[0454] Also, as illustrated in FIG. 48, when the label
91 displayed on the see-through part 80 is pushed for
the set time (for example, about 1 second), the label 91
may be edited, and thus, an auxiliary label 91 may be
generated on one side of the label 91. Here, when a plu-
rality of labels are outputted on the see-through part 80,
the auxiliary labels 91 may be formed on all the labels
91. Also, when the user pushes the auxiliary label 91 for
the set time (for example, about 1 second), the label 91
may be deleted. Also, when the other empty area on the
see-through part 80 is pushed for the set time (for exam-
ple, about 1 second), the label 91 may be released from
the editable state.
[0455] FIG. 49 is a view illustrating a manipulation state
in which labels displayed on the see-through part overlap
each other. FIG. 50 is a view illustrating a manipulation
state in which labels displayed on the see-through part
are merged with each other.
[0456] As illustrated in FIG. 49, the label 91 displayed
on the see-through part 80 may be dragged by the user
and then disposed at a desired position. Here, when the
plurality of labels 91 are disposed at the same position,
the labels 91 may be disposed to overlap each other.
[0457] In the labels 91 overlapping each other, the la-
bel 91 dragged later may be seen at an upper side, the
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previous label 91 may be seen at a lower side in the
overlapping state.
[0458] Also, as illustrated in FIG. 50, when one label
91 is dragged to completely overlap the other label 91 in
the state in which the plurality of labels 91 are outputted,
the plurality of labels 91 overlapping each other may be
merged with each other to form one label 912. Here, the
merged label 912 may be displayed in a shape different
from that of the other label 91 so that the user easily
identifies the labels 91. Although the labels 912 are
merged with each other, when the label 912 is selected
to show inner information, all details of the labels 91 be-
fore merged may be confirmed.
[0459] FIG. 51 is a view illustrating a state in which the
labels displayed on the see-through part match each oth-
er and move. FIG. 52 is a view illustrating the labels dis-
played on the see-through part match and are alerted.
[0460] As illustrated in the drawing, the user may drag
the label 91 outputted on the see-through part 80 to set
a position of the label 91. Particularly, when the see-
through part 80 is in the first state 81 and the second
state 82, in which the door storage space 41 is seen,
food F within the door storage space 41 may be seen.
Thus, the label 91 may move to a position corresponding
to the position of the food F within the door storage space
41, which is seen through the see-through part 80, and
necessary information may be stored.
[0461] Also, the position of the food F within the door
storage space 41 may be always or periodically photo-
graphed by a camera 115 within the refrigerator 1. In this
case, when the position of the label 91 matches the food,
if the stored position of the food F is changed, the position
change of the food may be detected, and then, the label
91 may automatically move to the changed position of
the food F, or the position change of the food F may be
informed to the user so that the user reset the position
of the label 91.
[0462] In detail, as illustrated in FIG. 51, when the label
91 is continuously pushed after the label 91 is dragged
to be located at a position corresponding to that of the
food F, the position of the food F and the position of the
label 91 may match each other.
[0463] In this state, when the position of the food F
moves, the moving position of the food F may be detected
by the camera 115, and thus, the label 91 may automat-
ically move to the moving position of the food F. Also,
when the position of the food F is not recognized because
the food F is taken out, the label 91 may be automatically
hidden.
[0464] Also, as illustrated in FIG. 52, when the label
91 is continuously pushed after the label 91 is dragged
to be located at a position corresponding to that of the
food F position of the food F and the position of the label
91 may match each other.
[0465] In this state, when the position of the food F
moves, the moving position of the food F may be detected
by the camera 115, and thus, a state in which the position
of the label 91 is different from the moving position of the

food F may be informed. Here, the label 91 may be flick-
ered or changed in color to be informed to the user. When
the user recognizes that the position of the label 91 is
different, the user may drag the label 91 again to move
to the position corresponding to the food F and thereby
to match the position of the food F.
[0466] FIG. 53 is a view illustrating a manipulation state
the alert is popped up on the see-through part. Fig. 2 is
a perspective view of the refrigerator door according to
an embodiment. FIG. 54 is a view illustrating a manipu-
lation state in which a plurality of alerts exist on the see-
through part.
[0467] As illustrated in FIG. 43, in an embodiment,
when the see-through part 80 is turned on, if alert infor-
mation may occur, a pop-up window may be popped up.
The pop-up window 807 may be popped up in any state
of the first state 81, the second state 82, the third state
83, the fourth state 84, and the sixth state 86, in which
the see-through part 80 is turned on.
[0468] When the alert pop-up window 807 is popped
up, the user may push and select the pop-up window
807. When the pop-up window is selected, the pop-up
window may move to the associated screen.
[0469] For example, if the pop-up window 807 is the
timer level 91 that is capable of confirmed on the pano-
rama view screen 804a, when the pop-up window 807 is
pushed, the see-through which 80 may be converted into
the panorama view screen 804a, and thus, the timer label
91 may be highlighted and seen by the user.
[0470] If the pop-up window 807 is not associated with
a specific screen but is associated with a plurality of
screens, when the pop-up window 807 is pushed, the
see-through part 80 may be converted into the first state
81 or the second state 82.
[0471] As illustrated in FIG. 54, when a plurality of
alerts exists in the state in which the see-through part 80
is turned on, an alert tab 808 may be disposed on an
upper edge of the see-through part 80. Also, the number
of current alerts may be displayed as figures on the alert
tab 808.
[0472] When the user pushes the alert tab 808, a list-
shaped alert pop-up window 809 on which a plurality of
alerts are displayed may be popped up on the see-
through part 80. Also, when the user selects any one of
the plurality of alerts, the screen may be converted into
the associated screen as illustrated in FIG. 49.
[0473] When the operation is finished on the associat-
ed screen, and the main menu icon 802 and the main
menu pop-up window 804 are sequentially selected to
be converted into a different screen, figures except for
the completed alert may be displayed on the alert tab
808, and when the alert tab 808 is selected to confirm
the list of the alert pop-up window 809, it is confirmed
that the corresponding alert is deleted.
[0474] The following effects may be expected in the
refrigerator according to the proposed embodiments.
[0475] In the refrigerator according to the embodiment
of the present disclosure, the see-through part may be
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selectively switched to be transparent or opaque to vis-
ualize the interior of the refrigerator, and the user may
check the interior of the refrigerator without opening the
door to improve the convenience in use and reduce the
power consumption.
[0476] Also, the screen may be outputted in the state
in which the interior of the refrigerator is seen through
the see-through part even though the door is closed.
Thus, the interior of the refrigerator may be seen, and
also, the information of the interior of the refrigerator may
be displayed to improve the user’s convenience.
[0477] Also, the viewing of the food and the output of
the information may be realized within the screen of the
see-through part at the same time, and the information
associated with the seen food may be outputted one
screen to more improve the convenience in use.
[0478] Also, the operations of the display light, the door
light, and the interior light may be combined with each
other to selectively adjust the transparency of the screen
outputted through the see-through part so that the trans-
parency is adjusted to be suitable for the user’s prefer-
ence and the use environment of the refrigerator.
[0479] Also, the various pieces of information may be
stored, processed, and displayed on the large see-
through part that occupies the most area of the door, and
the various screen configurations and the see-through
screen having the various states may be provided to more
improve the use convenience for the user.
[0480] Also, the output icons that are displayed on the
see-through part may display the information associated
with the foods stored in the refrigerator and seen through
the see-through part may be displayed, and the positions
of the output icons may be disposed to be arbitrarily ad-
justed by the user to improve the use convenience and
the visibility of the see-through part.
[0481] Also, the output icon may match the food stored
in the refrigerator. Thus, when the food moves to be ac-
commodated, the output icon may be outputted at the
moving position to improve the use convenience. Also,
when the stored food moves to be accommodated, the
output icon may inform the movement of the stored food
to display the information of the food at the more accurate
position, thereby improving the use convenience.
[0482] Also, when the door is opened in the state in
which the see-through part is turned on, although the
glare may occur by the door light, the door light may be
turned off when the door is opened to prevent the user
from glaring.
[0483] Also, when the door is closed after being
opened, the see-through part may be maintained in the
state in the same state as the previous screen state to
allow the see-through part to be continuously manipulat-
ed and operated.
[0484] Also, in the transparent panel assembly forming
the see-through part, the insulation space and the ac-
commodation space in which the display is accommo-
dated may be independently provided to independently
provide the accommodation space in which the display

together with the securing of the insulation performance.
[0485] That is, the insulation space may be completely
closed and sealed to secure the insulation performance
while the structure in which the light guide plate is con-
structible and expandable is provided in the accommo-
dation space, and the structure through which the display
and the display light are accessible is provided.
[0486] Although embodiments have been described
with reference to a number of illustrative embodiments
thereof, it should be understood that numerous other
modifications and embodiments can be devised by those
skilled in the art that will fall within the spirit and scope
of the principles of this disclosure. More particularly, var-
ious variations and modifications are possible in the com-
ponent parts and/or arrangements of the subject combi-
nation arrangement within the scope of the disclosure,
the drawings and the appended claims. In addition to
variations and modifications in the component parts
and/or arrangements, alternative uses will also be ap-
parent to those skilled in the art.

Claims

1. A refrigerator comprising: a cabinet defining a stor-
age space; a door opening and closing the storage
space; and a transparent panel assembly which is
disposed on at least one area of the door and on
which a see-through part through which an interior
of the refrigerator is seen is disposed, characterized
by comprising:

a first light disposed closer to the interior of the
refrigerator than the transparent panel assembly
to brighten an area that is viewed by the see-
through part,
wherein the transparent panel assembly com-
prises:

a plurality of transparent panels spaced
apart from each other to define an accom-
modation space;
a transparent display disposed in the ac-
commodation space to output a screen; and
a second light brightening the display within
the accommodation space,

wherein the display, the first light, and the sec-
ond light are selectively turned off according to
manipulation of a user so as to be converted into
an opaque state in which the interior of the re-
frigerator is not seen and a transparent state in
which the interior of the refrigerator is seen, and
in the transparent state, a screen is outputted
while an inner space of the refrigerator is seen.

2. The refrigerator according to claim 1, wherein the
opaque state comprises at least one of:
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a fifth state in which all the display, the first light,
the second light are turned off; and
a third state in which the display and the second
light are turned on, and the first light is turned off,

wherein the transparent state comprises at least one
of:

a first state in which the first light is turned on,
and the second light is turned off; and
a second state in which all the first light, the dis-
play, and the second light are turned on.

3. The refrigerator according to claim 2, wherein in the
first state, the display is turned on.

4. The refrigerator according to claim 1, wherein the
first light comprises:

a door light provided in the door; and
an interior light disposed closer to the interior of
the refrigerator than the door light to brighten
the interior of the refrigerator.

5. The refrigerator according to claim 4, wherein in the
transparent state, only the door light of the first light
is turned on.

6. The refrigerator according to claim 4, wherein in the
transparent state, when the door is opened, the door
light is turned off, and the interior light is turned on.

7. The refrigerator according to claim 6, wherein when
the door is opened, the second light is also turned
off so that the display is maintained in the turn-on
state to output a screen the see-through part.

8. The refrigerator according to claim 7, wherein, when
the door is closed after being opened, the display is
maintained in the turn-on state to maintain the output
of the screen, and the second light is turned on again.

9. The refrigerator according to claim 1, further com-
prising a manipulation input unit manipulated to con-
vert the state of the see-through part.

10. The refrigerator according to claim 1, wherein in the
see-through part, all the display, the first light, and
the second light are turned off to maintain the opaque
state before a manipulation input of the user, when
the manipulation of the manipulation input unit is de-
tected in the opaque state, the state of the see-
through part is converted into one corresponding to
the manipulation of the manipulation input unit of:

a first state in which the first light is turned on,
and the second light is turned off so that the in-
side of the see-through part is seen;

a second state in which all the first light, the sec-
ond light, and the display are turned on so that
a screen is outputted while the inside of the see-
through part is seen; and
a third state in which the first light is turned off,
and the second light and the display are turned
on so that only the screen is outputted while the
inside of the see-through part is not seen.

11. The refrigerator according to claim 1, wherein when
the manipulation of the manipulation input unit is de-
tected in the opaque state, the first light is turned off,
and the second light and the display are turned on
so that the see-through part becomes the third state,
and
when additional manipulation of the user is inputted,
the state is selectively converted into one of the first
state and the second state.

12. The refrigerator according to claim 1, wherein, in the
opaque state, when the user closes the door after
being opened, the see-through part becomes a
glance state, and
in the glance state, the first light is turned off, and
the second light and the display are tuned on so that
information is outputted while the interior of the re-
frigerator is not seen.

13. The refrigerator according to claim 12, wherein, in
the glance state, the see-through part temporarily
outputs a preset screen, and when an additional in-
put of the user is not performed, the glance state is
converted again into the opaque state.

14. The refrigerator according to claim 1, wherein, when
an alert for transmitting information or message to
the user through the screen output of the see-
through part is provided, if an approach of the user
is detected by a proximity sensor, the display and
the second light are turned on to output an alert
screen through the see-through part in the state in
which the see-through part is opaque.

15. The refrigerator according to claim 1, wherein, when
the see-through part is the transparent state, the dis-
play and the second light are turned on to output an
output icon for displaying information on the see-
through part, and
the output icon moves to and is disposed at a position
corresponding to that of food stored in the refriger-
ator, which is seen in the state in which the first light
is turned on, by touch manipulation of the user.
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